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Abstract 
Using the Makkai’s duality for first-order logic, we characterise effective descent morphisms 
in 2-categories of prctoposes and Barr-exact categories. In both cases they coincide with conser- 
vative morphisms. We show that in those 2-categories the 2coregular factorisations are exactly 
quotient-conservative factorisations. We also prove a generalisation of the Makkai duality for 
pseudoelementary categories. 
1. Introduction 
Consider the following well-known theorem about boolean algebras. 
Theorem 1.1. Let h : A - B be a homomorphism of boolean algebras. Then the 
pushout 
(1) 
h 
A-B 
I PI 
B-B+AB 
PO 
is a pullback (i.e. 
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A-+-+ h -B+AB 
PI 
is an equaliser) iff h is a monomolphism. 
Proof. One of the possible proofs goes as follows. We take the dual of (1) in the 
category of Stone spaces 
B* - po* (B+AW* 
Thus (2) is a pullback. Pullbacks and quotients of kernel pairs in the category of Stone 
spaces are computed in Sets. Thus, ( 1) is a pullback iff (by duality) (2) is a pushout 
iff (check in Sets!) h* is an epi iff (by duality) h is a mono. Cl 
Thus, using Stone duality, we have proved an exactness property of the category of 
boolean algebras. In this paper we give a similar (at least in the spirit) argument in 
order to prove an analogous exactness property of the 2-categories of pretoposes Pt, and 
of (Barr-)exact categories Ex. We shall describe it in the case of pretoposes. 
Consider an interpretation I : S - T between two first-order coherent heories. 
In fact, we think about pretopos morphism between pretoposes associated with these 
theories. The models of a theory T together with homomorphisms constitute category 
Mod(T) . We can describe equivalently Mod(T) as Pt( T, Set) the category of pretopos 
morphisms between (the pretopos associated with) T and the category (pretopos) Set 
of sets as objects, and natural transformations a  morphisms. Composing with I, we 
obtain a restriction functor 
I* : Mod(T) * Mod(S) 
MO MooI 
f I------* 
I I 
for 
Ml MI oI 
The following question arises: What formulas of T are invariant under Shomomorphisms 
between restrictions of T models along I? We call such formulas Z-invariant. 
In order to study this problem it is convenient to introduce the category Mod(Z). The 
objects of Mod(Z) are the objects of Mod(T) and the morphisms of Mod(Z) are “a 
little shorter”, i.e. a morphism f : MO - Ml in Mod(Z) is a natural transformation 
f : MO o I - Ml o I in Mod(S). Note that Mod(Z) is the categorical analogue of a 
pseudoelementary class the same way Mod(T) is the analogue of an elementary class. 
Suppose that S and T are one-sorted theories and that I sends the only sort of S to the 
only sort of T. In this case, a formula 4p (with one free variable, say) in the language 
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of T is said to be Z-invariant (preserved by homomorphisms in the usual sense) if for 
all morphisms f : MO o I - 441 o I in Mod(Z) we have f(Ma(q)) C Mt (p), where 
MI(p) is the interpretation of the formula sp in the model Mi. In case of many-sorted 
theories this definition does not make sense, since Ma(p) is not necessarily a subset of 
the domain of f. Thus in this case we need to redefine the notion of Z-invariance. The 
main observation is that in one sorted case every Z-invariant formula X of T gives rise 
to a functor 
[X] : Mod(Z) l Set 
MO MO(X) 
f I-------* 
I I 
frwo 
Ml MI(X) 
In fact, X is Z-invariant iff the function ff~,,(x) is well-defined for all morphism f in 
Mod(Z). The functoriality of [X] is automatic in this case. As we will see this means 
that the canonical candidate for descent data on X are actually descent data. 
Before we explain it more explicitly we need some definitions. A 2-categorical na- 
logue of a pushout is a cocomma square: 
Z 
S-T 
Z 
satisfying the following universal property: for each pair of morphisms Mi : T - P, 
for i = 0, 1, together with a cell h : MO o Z - MI o Z there is a unique (up to 
isomorphism) morphism M : T <S T - P such that Mi = M o pi, for i = 0,l and 
M(a) = h. Thus a model of T <S T carries the same information as a morphism of 
Mod(Z). In other words T <S T classifies the morphisms of Mod(Z). The category 
T <S T can be defined equivalently as pretopos completion of the theory defined as 
follows: 
1. 70, 7-t two copies of theory T with all symbols labeled by 0 and 1, respectively; 
2. The set of function symbols hr : I( Y)O - Z(Y) ’ for every coherent formula Y 
of s; 
3. For each function symbol or predicate (mono map) f : Y - Y’ in S the diagram 
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W)O 
hr 
+ mY’ 
Z(f)O 
I I 
Z(f 1’ 
z(y’)o hr, cz(y’)’ 
commutes. 
The morphism pi : T - T <S T is the “labeling” all symbols by i, i.e. pi : X I+ Xi for 
i=O,l. 
Let us come back to the problem of invariance for the one-sorted theories. Let Xs and 
Xr be the unique sorts of the theories S and T, respectively and Z(Xs) = XT. Without 
loss of generality we can restrict ourselves to the case of invariance of a monadic 
predicate. Let r : R - XT be a predicate in T. In T <S T we have the formula 
hR : (r-l)’ o hx, or0 (th e canonical candidate for descent data on R) i.e. it is the 
following composition of relations: 
WdO 
r 0 1 
Ro 
hxs 
c Z(XdO 
I (r-1)’ 
R’ 
The formula hR defines a graph of a morphism Z? - R’ (denoted by hR as well) iff 
R is Z-invariant. This is equivalent to say that association 
[R] : Mod(Z) + Set 
MO MO(R) 
f 
I 
}------e M(h) =fX$Uo(R) I MI MI(R) 
is a well-defined functor, where M is the model of T <S T existing by universal property 
of T <r T for MO, Ml and f. We can see hR as the way the predicate is invariant. In 
general, in many-sorted theories, a formula X of T cannot be embedded into a formula 
of form Z(Y) in a canonical way. Thus there is no canonical formula hR that can define 
functor [RI. However, we can still say this: a formula X of T is Z-invariant iff there is 
a morphism A : Xa - X1 in T <S T such that the association 
[R] : Mod(Z) c Set 
MO MO(X) 
f - I I i(f) = M(A) 
Ml MI (W 
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is a well-defined functor, where M is, as before, the model of T <s T existing by 
universal property of T <s T for Ma, Mi and f, i.e. M o Pi = Mi for i = 0,l and 
M(h) = f. We can see A as a way the predicate X is invariant. The main bridge 
between Z-invariance and descent heory is the following observation 
x is a functor iff (X, A) is descent data. (3) 
More precisely, we can construct a resolution of Z in 2-category of pretoposes: 
I P S-T - La T+T PI2 
,p1 
FT<sT<sT 
PO2 
Re$Z) 
/ 
with p(a) = id!, p12( (T) 0~01 (a) = p02( a). (See Section 2 for details.) A pair (X, A) 
is descent data iff 
1. identity condition: p(A) = idx, 
2. cocycle condition: pi2 (A) o pal (A) = ~02 (A). 
The above condition are of syntactical nature whereas the definition of i(. refers to the 
models in Mod(Z). Thus it is not surprising that we obtain (3) as an application of 
Soundness and Completeness theorems. Namely, if (X, A) satisfies cocycle condition 
then by Soundness it is true in all models, i.e. x preserves compositions. And vice 
versa, if A preserves compositions o the syntactic ondition expressing it is provable 
in T <s T <s T, i.e. A satisfies the cocycle condition. For the identities the argument is 
similar. 
A morphism of descent data t : (X, A) - (X’, A’) is a morphism t : X - X’ in T 
which commutes with descent data, i.e. 
PI(~) oA= A’oPo(~) 
Note that this condition for t can be expressed semanticly, that the obvious transformation 
i : 1 --f k defined by t is natural. In this way we obtain the descent category Des(Z) 
whose objects are descent data and whose morphisms are morphisms of descent data. 
As we mentioned, if (X, A) is a descent data then A is a given way the formula X is 
Z-invariant. In general, for an object X there can be many different A’s such that (X, A) 
are descent data. Therefore Des(Z) is the category of Z-invariant pairs (formula + a 
way it is invariant) rather than of formulas of theory T which are Z-invariant. We have 
a factorisation: 
sZ\Z; 
T 
If 
Des(Z) 
where Id(Y) = (Z(Y),hy) for Y in S and Zf(X,A) = X for (X,A) in Des(Z). We 
can ask: what are properties of Z so that the only Z-invariant pairs come from S in a 
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unique way? In fact this is the descent problem analogous to those found in commutative 
algebra, theory of suplattices, topos theory, etc., cf. [ 1,10,21]. This question can be stated 
precisely as follows: For what kind of Z’s, is Id an equivalence of categories? Those Z’s 
for which Id is an equivalence of categories, are called effective decent morphisms. We 
show in Theorems 8.4 and 9.7 that for pretoposes and for exact categories, the class of 
effective descent morphism coincides with the class of conservative morphisms. 
These theorems have syntactic nature. However, the proofs make strong use of models. 
We use Makkai’s theory of ultracategories, in particular, his duality for first-order logic 
[151. 
The theory of Makkai can be explained in the following way. Call a concept an 
arbitrary functor F : Mod(T) - Set. A concept is not a very good concept since it 
is too general. There are two ways to improve it. We can make it either definable or 
structure-preserving. For each formula X in T we have an evaluation functor 
evx : Mod(T) c Set 
MO MO(X) 
f 1-w I I fx 
Ml MI (W 
A concept F : Mod(T) - Set is dejnable if it is isomorphic to an evaluation functor 
evx for some X in T. On the other hand, the category Mod(T) carries an (ultra) structure 
derived from ultraproduct operations. The category Set has such a structure as well. A 
concept F : Mod(T) - Set is an ultrufinctor if it preserve this structure. The main 
theorem of [ 15, Theorem 4.11 says that these notions coincide, i.e. the category of defin- 
able functors and definable transformations is equivalent to the category of ultrafunctors 
and ultratransformations. In this way we obtain an equivalence of categories: 
eT : T --+ UC(Mod(T), Set) 
where er (X) = evx for X in T, and UC refers to the ultrastructure. It turns out that 
if we replace pretopos T by an interpretation I we obtain a similar result. Mod(Z) is 
closed under ultraproducts, o it is an ultracategory in a natural way. Hence the notion 
of a structure-preserving concept F : Mod(Z) - Set remains the same. As we have 
already seen descent data (X, A) give rise to a functor 1 : Mod(Z) - Set. So it is 
natural to call a concept F : Mod(Z) - Set definable if it is isomorphic to one of 
form A, for some descent data (X, A). In this context, the notions of concept definable 
and structure-preserving coincide as well, i.e. we have an equivalence of categories 
euf : Des(Z) - UC(Mod(Z),Set) (4) 
where evI( X, A) = A. This is Corollary 8.2 which follows immediately from the fact that 
Mod(Z) is a suitable colimit in the 2-category of totally disconnected ultracategories. 
Makkai duality is a “one-sided” duality only. As it was already pointed out in [ 151, if 
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we replace Mod(S) by a sufficiently large full sub-ultracategory U we obtain still an 
equivalence of categories 
eos : S - UC( U, Set) 
The functor Mod(Z) - Mod(S) that “restricts objects” is a full embedding. A simple 
argument shows that Mod(Z) is sufficiently large sub-ultracategory of Mod(S) iff I is 
conservative. Thus I is conservative iff 
s - UC( Mud( I), Set) 
is an equivalence of categories. (5) together with (4) proves the main result of the paper 
(Theorem 8.4), that effective descent morphisms of pretoposes are exactly conservative 
morphisms. 
The proofs of both theorems (Theorems 8.4 and 9.7) are applications of the same 
general method. The method is based on the existence of a Stone adjunction having 
additional properties. The general idea of a Stone adjunction was found by F.W. Lawvere 
many years ago. Important instances of duality in mathematics (such as the Stone, 
Priestly, Gelfand, Pontriagin, Gabriel-Ulmer, Makkai etc.) fall under the general scheme, 
see [9,23,12,7,15]. It can be described as follows. Suppose P and U are concrete 2- 
categories, .X a schizophrenic object for them i.e. C carries both P and U structures, 
moreover these structures on _E “commute”. Then, under mild closure conditions on P 
and U, by a simple formal procedure we can set up a pair of adjoint functors 
pop . 
M=P(-,2) 
T=U(-,xX) 
‘U 
with T -I M. In particular we have the counit of adjunction, for T in P: 
&T : T t UVYT, 2) 12) 
X,eeox : P(T,z) ---+ 2 
M:T -2+M(X) 
The Stone adjunction T -I M is a reflection (or “one-sided” duality) iff for all T in P, 
&T is an equivalence. 
If a Stone adjunction T -I M satisfies some abstract conditions (see Section 3 for 
details) we obtain a technical but useful characterisation (Lemma 3.1) of effective 
descent morphisms in P. So in fact there is a general pattern underlying our argument. 
It consists of having one sided duality satisfying some conditions. A very simple example 
of such duality was mentioned at the beginning of the introduction, latter we will give 
other examples. The most important is the duality for pretoposes and totally disconnected 
ultracategories. Another, more conceptual analysis of “this” general pattern was made 
by Makkai in [ 171, where it was used to characterise ffective descent morphisms of 
boolean pretoposes as conservative morphisms. 
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Our result can be placed in two contexts: the global definability theory for first-order 
logic and the descent heory. 
Since the global definability theory for regular logic closely follows the global defin- 
ability theory for coherent logic we shall concentrate on the latter. 
The global definability theory for coherent logic begins with the Makkai-Reyes con- 
ceptual completeness, cf. [ 201: 
Makkai-Reyes Conceptual Completeness. Let I : S - T be a pretopos morphism. 
If I* : Mod(T) --+ Mud(S) (the induced functor between Set-valued models of T and 
S, respectively) is an equivalence of categories, then so is I. 
We explain this as follows. Suppose we have a theory S (presented as a pretopos). 
If we change anything in this theory to get T (e.g. we add some sorts, some symbols 
and/or some axioms) then this will affect the category of models (i.e. if I is not an 
equivalence of categories then neither is I*). In other words, conceptual completeness 
says that pretoposes contain all concepts definable in first-order coherent logic. Thus 
the classifying pretopos of a coherent heory can be seen as the global presentation 
of the abilities of that theory to define something. Note, for example, that coherent 
categories, even if they are able to present coherent heories, are not as good since 
they lack the concepts of finite coproduct and coequaliser of equivalence relations. If 
these concepts exist in a coherent category, first-order logic can recognise them, i.e. 
they are uniquely determined from the remaining data. Thus if we add them we still get 
equivalent categories of models, but the embedding functor from a coherent category to 
its pretopos completion is not an equivalence unless the coherent category is already a 
pretopos. Once we have a good notion of a coherent heory, independent of a particular 
presentation, we may ask whether we can recover such a theory from its category of 
models, possibly equipped with a certain additional structure. A positive answer to this 
question is the content of Makkai’s duality for first-order logic [ 151, see Theorem 6.5. 
Corollary 8.1 is a generalisation of the duality theorem for pseudoelementary categories. 
Finally, the descent heorem presented here, is a global theorem about formulas preserved 
under homomorphisms. 
The logic-oriented reader is strongly advised to read Section 11 right after this intro- 
duction to see more about the logical content of our descent heorems. 
The descent heory is the one-dimensional part of a theory of representations of objects 
as some limits of some colimits. The problem may be stated in very general terms as 
follows. Let C be a kind of category, i.e. a category, a 2-category, an n-category, etc. 
with some finite, suitable for the context, limits and colimits. For a morphism (l-cell) 
f : A - B in C we form a (long) resolution by taking appropriate successive pushouts 
f 
A-B xB+AB --_;B+~B+AB~... 
Now we drop f and we want to recover A from the remaining data. More precisely, we 
wish to characterise those f’s for which we can recover A. The way we want to recover 
A is by taking the limit of the whole complex. The new information, we get from f by 
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producing successive pushouts usually ends at a certain stage. Then we can restrict our 
considerations to the relevant initial part of the resolution. If C is a category all data are 
captured in the first step 
BXB+AB (6) 
and new stages add no information. Thus if we will be able to recover A at all, we 
should be able to do it from (6). Those f’s, for which A can be recovered from 
(6) are called regular monomorphisms. In particular Theorem 1.1 characterises regular 
monomorphisms in the category of boolean algebras, If C is a 2-category we may want 
to consider also the next stage, i.e. 
B~B+,.,B~B+AB+AB 
(7) 
Those f’s, for which A can be recovered from (7) are called epective descent mor- 
phisms. 
The descent heorems originated from commutative algebra. We now list some in- 
stances where they appear: 
1. The modules over commutative rings, cf. [ I$] ; 
2. The modules over commutative monoids, cf. [ lo] ; 
3. The Grothendieck toposes, cf. [ lo] (an algebraic proof), [21] (a geometric proof) 
4. The pretoposes; 
5. The exact categories; 
6. The boolean pretoposes, cf. [ 171. 
Having a descent heorem amounts to saying that a certain class of morphisms is a 
class of effective descent morphisms. It was pointed out by Makkai, that the last three 
descent heorems differ from the others. The categories involved have finitary character 
and the aparatus of adjoint functors, cf. [4], is not available. The descent heorems for 
pretoposes as well as for exact categories are “non-strict”, i.e. they describe an exactness 
property of categories enriched over categories rather then groupoids. So descent data are 
morphisms rather then isomorphisms. It was A.M. Pitts who recognised the relevance 
of the cocomma squares in the context of the descent problem for pretoposes and 
conjectured Theorem 8.4. 
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 contains basic notions. In Section 3 
a general method for proving descent heorems is presented. In Section 4 some easy 
applications are given. Sections 5 and 6 contain necessary notions and facts concerning 
pretoposes and ultracategories, respectively. We describe there Makkai’s duality. In Sec- 
tion 7 we give the main argument of the paper. We prove there that a certain functor is 
a strict ultrafunctor. In Sections 8 and 9 we prove the announced escent heorems for 
pretoposes and exact categories. In Section 10 we show that in 2-categories of pretoposes 
and exact categories quotient-conservative factorisations and 2-coregular factorisations 
coincide. In Section 11 we explain the connection between our results and classical 
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model theory. 
The paper is an extended corrected and simplified version of [24]. 
I would like to thank M. Makkai and G.E. Reyes, for bringing me to the subject, 
guiding and encouraging on the long and winding road that has lead to my thesis and 
this paper. I also thank M. Bunge, R. Pare and A.M. Pitts for the stimulating conversa- 
tions we had. Special thanks are due to A.M. Pitts for presenting me his conjecture. I 
thank the Groupe Categorique Interuniversitaire for their wonderful seminars and various 
interesting discussions with their members and visitors. 
2. Basic notions 
The notions concerning category theory and 2-dimensional category theory can be 
found in [ 131 and [ 181, see also [ 111. By limits and colimits in enriched context 
we always mean weighted bilimits and weighted bicolimits, respectively. By a functor 
between two enriched categories we mean a 2-functor, unless otherwise specified. 
If C is a category (or 2-category), X an object, when it does not lead to confusion, 
we write X E C to denote that X is an object of C. We adopt a similar convention for 
morphisms and 2-cells. 
In our underlying set-theory we use Zermelo-Fraenkel set-theory with Grothendieck’s 
axiom of universes, cf. [ 8, p.21. Usually, we work with three Grothendieck universes 
UI, U2, U3; Ul E UZ, UZ E U3. We feel free to change universes at will. Entities 
(sets, categories) in UI are called small. Set is the category of small sets, CAT is the 
2-category of all categories in U2. 
Let F : A - C, G : B --+ C be two functors between categories. By the comma 
category [E G] we shall mean the category whose objects are triples (a, cy, b) where 
a is an object of A, b is an object of B and y : Fa - Gb is a morphism in C, and 
whose morphisms from (a, (Y, b) to (a’, cy’, b’) are pairs ( f, g) where f : Q - a’, 
g:b-b’suchthatG(g)ocu=cY’oF(f). 
Let P be a 2-category with finite (weighted) limits and colimits. Given a morphism 
I : S -+ T in P, its cocomma object is an object T <S T of P together with two 
morphisms pi : T - T <S T, for i = 0, 1, and a 2-cell (T : pa o Z - pt o I, satisfying 
the following universal property: for any object P in P, the functor 
*P : P(T <s T, P) - [P(Z, P),P(Z, P)] 
given by 
M: T<sT - P - (Mop,~,M(a),Mopl) 
is an equivalence of categories. Note that 
P(Z, P) : P(T, P) - P(S, P) 
Nc-,NoZ 
is a functor. In our applications we will be able to choose T <S T, pi’s and u so, that 
*P will be surjective on objects. In other words, we shall have 
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for each pair of morphisms Mi : T - P, for i = 0, 1, together with a 2-cell h : 
MO o I - MI o I there is a unique (up to isomorphism) morphism M : T <s T --+ P 
such that Mi = M o pi, for i = 0,l and p(a) = h. The morphism M will be denoted by 
[Mo,h,M~l. 
This “better” universal property allows us to ignore transition isomorphisms between 
Mi and M o pi. That will simplify the calculations. 
In particular, from idI : idT - idT, we get a codiagonal morphism p : T <s T - T 
such that p O pi = idT, for i = 0, 1, and p(a) = id,. 
We can form a 2-pushout in P 
T PO tT+T 
PI 
T+T 
PO1 
When it will be convenient, we will assume that T <s T <s T has the “better” universal 
property, similar to the one for T <s T. 
The comultiplication ~02 : T <s T - T <s T <s T is the universal morphism in the 
diagram 
I 
S-T 
0 PI 
with ~02(a) = PIN OP~I(~). 
In this way, we have obtained a cocomplex in P (the resolution of I) : 
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I P S-T - ia T<sT 
PI2 - 
Lpl 
-T<sT+T 
PO2 
Rei( I ) 
/ 
such that 
1. p(a) = id] 
2. po2(a) = p12(a) OPOI (a) 
A subequaliser of Res(Z) is a descent object Des(Z) together with a morphism 
Zf : Des(Z) - T and 2-cell r : po o Z, - p1 o Zf such that 
1’. p(7) = id,, 
2’. PO2(7) = P12(7) 0 POl(7) 
satisfying the following universal property: for every morphism q : Q - T together 
with a 2-cell19 : pooq - p1 oq such that p( 0) = id,, pm(O) = plz( 6) opal (0) (in short 
t9 subequalises q), there is a unique (up to isomorphism) morphism r : Q - Des(Z) 
PO pal 
Des(Z) :T 
Cf/ 
-we T<sT ‘I2 
p1- 
-T+T<sT 
--x5- 
4 
Q 
such that Zf o I % q and (T)? % 8. Again, when convenient, we assume that the above 
isomorphisms are in fact identities. 
We obtain 
PO PO1 t 
sZ\zi 
T- 
--z- 
101~ T<sT P12 ---yT<sT<sT 
PQ2 
If 
Des(Z) 
where Zf o Zd = Z and 71~ = (+. Such Zd exists by 1, 2 and the universal property of 
Des(Z). 
The factorisation of Z : S - T via Des(Z) is called a 2-coregular factorisution, cf. 
1171. 
A morphism Z : S - T in P is an effective descent morphism iff Zd is an equivalence 
in P. 
The 2-categorical concepts introduced above have their duals. Thus, for a morphism 
I, we can define its coresolution, codescent object, 2-regular factorisation, etc. Note that 
taking the dual of a 2-category we invert only the l-cells, the 2-cells stays the same. 
The concept of Stone udjunction in the 2-categorical context is extensively discussed 
in Section 8 of [ 151. We recall briefly the main points. 
Suppose P, U are concrete 2-categories and 2 a schizophrenic object for them, i.e. 
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2 carries both P and U structures, moreover these structures on 2 “commute”. Then, 
under mild closure conditions on P and U, by a simple formal procedure we can set up 
a pair of adjoint functors 
POP, 
M=P(-,S) 
T=U(-,S) 
‘U 
with T -I M, i.e. we have natural 2-transformations q : idu - M o T and E : idp - 
T o M such that M(e) o q$.j = id” and T(q) o ET = idp. The counit of adjunction v is 
defined as follows, for T in P: 
&r : T * U(P(T, 2)) 2) 
X 1-e eux : P(T, .Z) - 2 
Let PO be a full and locally full sub-Zcategory of P. The Stone adjunction T -I M is a 
re@cfion in PO iff for all T in PO, ET is an equivalence of CategOIieS. 
3. A characterisation of the effective descent morphiims 
Let PO, P and U be concrete 2-categories 
pop * 
M 
‘U 
T 
two functors, PO a full and locally full sub-Zcategory of P. When it does not lead to 
confusions, we denote both M and T by (-) *. Consider the following conditions: 
Dl. PO and P have finite limits and colimits, and the inclusion functor PO ~--f P preserves 
them. 
D2. U has subcoequalisers of the coresolutions coming from the resolutions in PO. 
D3. The 2-functors T, M form a Stone adjunction T -I M, which is a reflection in PO. 
Let I : S - T be a morphism in PO. Dl allows us to form a diagram in PO as 
before: 
(1) 
PO PO1 c 
Des(I) 
Taking the dual of (i.e. M of) the diagram ( 1) and using D2 we obtain 
in U 
the diagram 
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PO* . Pi 
(T<s T)* “* ; (T-Q T-G T)* 
PO2 
, 
Ret(Z)* 
Des(Z)* 
with ( Codes( I* ) , I,*, t : I,* opo - I,* op1 ) being subcoequaliser in U of the coresolution 
Res(Z)* which comes from the resolution Res(Z) in PO. 
Since (S, I, cr) subequalises Res( I), (S*, I*, a*) subcoequalises Res(Z)*. Thus by 
the universal property of the subcoequaliser (Codes( I*), Zz, t), there is a functor Z;t : 
Codes(Z*) - S* such that I* % Zi o I,* and Z;(t) % u*. 
Similarly (Des(Z) *, Z;, r* ) subcoequalises Res( Z) * and we have a functor A : 
Codes(Z*) - Des(.Z)* such that Z; g A o Z,* and A(t) G r*. 
The following easy observation gives a very useful characterisation f the effective 
descent morphisms. 
Lemma 3.1. Assume Dl, D2, D3 and that I is a morphism in PO. We have that I is an 
effective descent morphism if (Ii) * : S* - Codes( I*) * is an equivalence in P. 
Proof. Taking the dual of (i.e. T of) the diagram (2) we obtain in P 
Des(Z)** 
Since Z is in PO and T -I M is a reflection in PO, it follows that (Des(Z)**, Zi*, r**) is 
a subequaliser of Res(Z)**. Since T (= (-)*) : U - POP is a left adjoint, it preserves 
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colimits. Hence (Codes( I*)*, (I,*)*, t*) is also a subequaliser of Res( Z)**. Thus A* is 
an equivalence. Therefore (I:) * is an equivalence iff Id* is. Since T -I M is a reflection 
in Pa and Zd is in Pa, it follows that Zz* is an equivalence iff Zd is. 0 
4. Some easy applications 
As a warming-up exercise we shall apply the method from the preceding section to 
prove descent heorems for certain propositional doctrines. This will already provide an 
insight into that what will happen in the following sections. 
First, we recall from [ 151 a variant of Priestley duality, cf. [ 231. 
Let DL be the 2-category of distributive lattices, lattice homomorphisms and, as 
2-cells, inequalities between homomorphism (i.e. if k, k’ : A + B are lattice homomor- 
phisms then there is a unique 2-cell k -+ k’ iff k(a) < k’(a) for all a E A). Let DI be 
the category of distributive lattices i.e. the groupoid(-enriched) part of DL. An ultru- 
space (X, <, [ U] ) ” is a partial order (X, <) together with an operator [U] : X’ - X, 
for each ultrafilter U on each set I. A morphism of ultraspaces i a function preserving 
order and operations. We have a special ultraspace on the two-element set 2 = (0, 1) 
such that 0 Q 1 but not 1 < 0, and 
[U] (&j)i = 1 iff {i E Z : Ei = 1) E U 
An ultraspace X is totally disconnected if for every x,y E X, if x ff y then there 
is a morphism u : X - 2 such that u(x) = 1 and u(y) = 0. Let TU be the 2- 
category of totally disconnected ultraspaces, morphisms of ultraspaces and, as 2-cells, 
inequalities between them. Let ‘DI be the category of totally disconnected ultraspaces, 
i.e. the groupoid part of TU. Clearly 2 = (0, 1) has also a natural (distributive) lattice 
structure. The structures on 2 “commute”, and 2 is a schizophrenic object for both 
(Dl,‘Dr) and (DL,TU) . It gives rise to the Stone adjunctions: 
M=DL(-,2) 
DLoP ; ‘Tu 
T=TU(-,2) 
M’=DI(-,2) 
DloP . ‘Dl 
T’=Dr(-,2) 
with T i M and T’ -I M’. Note that T’ and M’ are functor parts of the 2-functors 
T and M. It was shown in [ 151 that the counit of adjunction T’ -I M’, ED : D ---+ 
%(DI( D, 2)) 2) is an isomorphism for all D in DL and the unit of adjunction T’ -I M’, 
7~ : X - Dl( ‘Dr( X, 2). 2) is an isomorphism for all X in ‘DI. Thus T’ -I M’ establishes 
equivalence of categories Dl”P and Dr. This also gives an equivalence of 2-categories 
DLOP and TU. We shall characterise the effective descent morphisms in both DL and 
Dl. 
Let k : A ---+ B be a morphism of distributive lattices. We can form the resolution 
of k in DL, and its subequaliser: 
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PO PO1 * 
‘kAk/ 
B-p 
P12 
p1- 
B<AB-B<AB<AB 
PO2 
k f
Des(k) 
where Des(k) = {b E B : R(b) < PI(b)}. S ince DL is, in fact, poset-enriched, the 
morphisms p and pii’s do not bring any new information and can be omitted. We take 
the dual of the above diagram in TU and the subcoequaliser of p,$ and pi: 
Des(k)* 
It is easy to check that the universe of Codes( k*) is the image of k*, im( k') . The order 
and the operations are inherited from A*. In particular we have: 
Proposition 4.1. The adjunction T -1 M satisfies the conditions Dl-D3 from Section 3. 
Having that, we can prove 
Theorem 4.2 (Descent heorem for DL). A morphism in DL is an e$ecive descent 
morphism iff it is a monomorphism. 
Proof. Let k : A - B be a morphism in DL. We have 
k is an effective descent morphism 
iff (Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 4.1) 
(kc) * is an equivalence (i.e. an isomorphism) 
iff (description of Codes( k* ) ) 
k;L is onto 
iff 
k* is onto 
iff (2 is injective in DL) 
k is mono. 0 
Now we characterise the effective descent morphisms in DI. Let k : A - B be a 
morphism in Dl. Since the 2-dimensional structure of Dl is trivial, the cocomma square 
in DL is just a pushout and the subequaliser is just an equal&x. Thus the resolution of 
k in Dl and its subequaliser take the following form: 
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‘kAk/ 
B 
w 
-77 
B+AB 
kf 
Des(k) 
where Des(k) = {b E B : po( b) = p1 (b)} . We take the dual of the above diagram and 
its subcoequaliser (a coequaliser, in fact) 
; (B +A B)* 
PI 
Des(k)* 
The universe of Co&$ k*) is im( k*), the operations are inherited from A* (or, equiv- 
alently, from B*) and the order is the image of the order in B*. Thus, we have 
Proposition 4.3. The adjunction T’ i M’ sutisjies the conditions Dl-D3. 
Before we prove the descent heorem for Dl we need the following two notions. 
A morphism u : X - Y is Tu is O~CO on order iff for every y, y’ E q(u) if y < y’ 
there are x, x’ E X, such that n < x’ and u(x) = y, u( x’) = y’. 
A morphism 1 : C - D in Dl is fill on complements iff for every c E C, if -l(c) 
exists in D then -c exists in C. 
We need the following 
Proposition 4.4. Let 1 be a morphism in Dl. Then 1 is a monomorphism full on com- 
plements iff I* is an epimorphism onto on order. 
Proof. We shall prove that the class of monomorphism full on complements in DI, is 
dual to the class of epimorphisms onto on order in ‘Ds. 
A morphism e : C - D in DI is an epi iff every element of D is of the form 
ViQ,,(e(ci) A -e(ci)), h w ere ci, c[ E C. Thus, it can be easily checked, that the classes 
of epimorphisms and monomorphisms full on complements form a factorisation system 
in Dl, cf. [ 61. On the other hand, the classes of monomorphisms and of epimorphisms 
onto on order form a factorisation system in Dr. Since the categories Dl”P and Tb are 
equivalent, the class of epimorphism in Dl is dual to the class of monomorphism in 
‘Dr. Thus the orthogonal classes to them are also dual one to another, i.e. the class of 
monomorphism full on complements in DI is dual to the class of epimorphisms onto on 
order. 0 
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Theorem 4.5 (Descent heorem for Dl). A morphism in Dl is an eflective descent mor- 
phism iff it is a monomorphism full on complements. 
Proof. Let k : A - B be a morphism in DI. We have 
k is an effective descent morphism 
iff (Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 4.3) 
(k;) * is an equivalence (i.e. an isomorphism) 
iff (description of Codes( k* > )
k; is an epimorphism onto on order 
iff (k,* is an epi onto on order) 
k* is an epimorphism onto on order 
iff (Proposition 4.4) 
k is a mono full on complements. q 
Remark 4.6. (i) The effective descent morphisms in categories are just regular mono. 
Thus for a morphism k : A - B in DI we have the following equivalences: 
1. k is a regular monomorphism; 
2. k is a monomorphism full on complements; 
3. k* is a regular epimorphism; 
4. k* is an epimorphism onto on order; 
5. k <k k : A <A A -+ B <B B is a monomorphism. 
The condition 5 is easily seen to be equivalent to 4. 
(ii) The effective descent morphisms in DL and in DI are second parts of factorisation 
systems. Namely, (onto, mono) and (epi, mono full on complements). These two 
factorisation systems are different. Below, we shall give an example where the effective 
descent morphisms in a 2-category and its groupoid part coincide. 
Let MS be the 2-category of meet semilattices with the bottom (T, A, I), homo- 
morphisms of meet semilattices and inequalities between them. Let MS be the groupoid 
part of MS, i.e. the usual category of meet semilattices with the bottom. An ultraspace 
(X, <, [U] )a is complete if (X, <) is a complete order. Let CTU be the locally 
full sub-2-category of TU whose objects are complete totally disconnected ultraspaces 
and whose maps preserve arbitrary infs. Let Cm be its groupoid part. Again 2 is a 
schizophrenic object for (MS,CTU) and for ( Ma,C’Ib). We have Stone adjunctions: 
Mm=MS(-,2) 
MSoP + ‘CTU 
Tm = CTU(-,2) 
Mm’=Ms(-,2) 
MsoP + ‘CTU 
Tm’=C’Ih(-,2) 
that are equivalences. The description of the subcoequalisers of interest in CTU and in 
Cti are essentially the same as the descriptions given for TU and for ‘k, respectively. 
In particular, we have 
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Proposition 4.7. The adjunctions Tk -I MA and T -I M satisfy Dl-D3. 
Lemma 4.8. Let u : X ---+ Y be a morphism in Cltr (or CTU). Then 
1. For any y, y’ E rg( u) and x’ E X, such that y < y’ and u(x’) = y’ there is x E X 
such that x < x’ and u(x) = y. 
2. If u is one-to-one then u reflects order (i.e. it isfill). 
Proof. 2 follows from 1. We prove 1. 
Let y, y’, x’ be as in the lemma. Let x” E X such that u(x”) = y. Let x = x’ A x”. 
ThenxGx’and 
4x1 =u(x’Ax”) =u(x’) Au(x”) =y’Ay=y. cl 
From Lemma 4.8 we obtain 
Corollary 4.9. Let k be a morphism in Ms. The factorisations of k* via Codes( k*) in 
CTU and CTU coincide. 
We shall characterise the dual of the above factorisation and effective descent mor- 
phism in MS and Ms. 
Lemma 4.10. Let k : A - B be a morphism in MS or MS. Then: 
1. k is one-to-one iff k* is onto. 
2. k is onto iff k* is one-to-one. 
Proof. 1. If k* is onto then k** is one-to-one and by duality k is one-to-one. 
Assume that k is one-to-one. Let x : A - 2 is in A*. Let T : B - 2 such that 
Z(b) = 
1 if there is a E A that x(a) = 1 and k(u) < b, 
0 otherwise. 
It is easy to see that X E B* and 
k*(x) =Xo k=x. 
Thus k* is onto. 
2. If k is onto, then k* is one-to-one. 
Assume that k* : B* ---+ A* is one-to-one. Let p : B* - 2 be in B**. Put 
p : A* --+ 2 such that 
P(x) = 
1 if there is y E B* that k*(y) < x and P(y) = 1, 
0 otherwise. 
Then p E B** and p o k* = p. Thus k** is onto and by duality k is onto. 0 
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In particular, the epimorphisms in Ma are onto. We have 
Theorem 4.11 (Descent heorem for Ms and MS). A morphism in MS or MS is an 
eaective descent morphism iff it is a monomorphism. 
Proof. Let k : A - B be a morphism in MS or MS. We have 
k is an effective descent morphism 
iff (Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 4.7) 
(kL) * is an equivalence (i.e. an isomorphism) 
iff (description of Codes( k* > > 
k; is onto 
iff 
k* is onto 
iff (Lemma 4.10) 
k is mono. 0 
5. Pretoposes 
In this section we collect basic notions and facts concerning pretoposes. We also 
give explicit descriptions of the abstract constructions described in Section 3, in the 
2-category of pretoposes. 
A pretopos is a category T satisfying the following conditions: 
1. T has all finite limits; 
2. T has a strict initial object; 
3. T has stable disjoint sums of any pair of objects; 
4. T has stable quotients of equivalence relations. 
A pretopos morphism is a functor preserving the pretopos tructure. Let PT denote the 
2-category of pretoposes in the universe Uz (see Section 2)) pretopos morphisms and 
natural transformations. Let Pt denote the full and locally full sub-Zcategory of PT 
whose objects are small pretoposes, i.e. those in Ul. 
Let I : S - T be a pretopos morphism. For any object A in T, I induces a lattice 
homomorphism 
ZcA) : Subs(A) - Suh(Z(A)) 
(where Subs(A) is the lattice of subobjects of A); to the subobject determined by the 
monomorphism X 5 A, ZcA) assigns the subobject determined by Z(X) I(,! I( A). Z 
is called conservative if ZCA) is one-to-one for all objects A in T; Z is full on subobjects 
if ZcA) is surjective for all A in T. Z is subcovering if for every object X in T there is 
an object Y in S and a diagram in T 
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.ex 
m 
I 
I(Y) 
with e epi and m mono. I is quotient if it is a subcovering full on subobjects. We have 
a well-known lemma, cf. [ 201. 
Lemma 5.1. Let I : S --+ T be a pretopos morphism. If I is quotient and conservative, 
then it is an equivalence of categories. 
By a model of a pretopos T we always mean a model in Set, i.e. a pretopos morphism 
from T to Set. Thus PT( T, Set) is the category of models of T. We denote it by Mod(T) . 
Recall that, a sketch is a quadruple S = (G, D, L, C) where G is a graph, D is a set 
of diagrams in G, L is a set of cones in G and C is a set of cocones in G. A morphism 
of sketches is a morphism of the underlying raphs that preserves the structure. A model 
of a sketch is a map from the sketch into a category that turns every diagram into a 
commutative diagram in the category, and turns every distinguished cone to a limit cone, 
every distinguished cocone to a colimit cocone. A regular epi specijcation in a sketch 
S is a cocone 
G1 T 
g’ G2gx G II 
in S, such that 
G2 
is a cone in S. A coherent sketch S is a sketch such that all cones in S are finite 
and each cocones is either discrete and finite or regular epi specification. Let pt denote 
the category part of Pt, CohSketch the category of the coherent sketches. We have a 
forgetful functor 
CS : F’t - CohSketch 
that sends pretopos T to the coherent sketch CS(T) = (G, D, L, C), where G is the 
underlying graph of T, D is the class of all commutative cones in T, L is the class 
of all finite limiting cones in T and C is the class of all cocones in T that are either 
discrete and finite or regular epi specifications. CS sends pretopos morphisms to the same 
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morphisms but considered as morphisms of sketches. We have also a pseudofunctor f
completion of a coherent sketch to a pretopos 
PT : CohSketch - Pt 
that sends coherent sketch S = (G, D, L, C) to the free pretopos PT( S) generated by 
graph G with the diagrams from D commutative in PT(S), the cones from C limiting 
in PT(S) and the cocones in D colimiting in PT(S). The morphisms of coherent 
sketches induces pretopos morphisms between corresponding pretoposes. Note also that 
for any T in Pt, T is equivalent to (PT o CS) (T). For any coherent sketch S, we have 
a generic model S - PT(S). We assume that this model sends different vertices to 
different (but maybe isomorphic) objects. 
A coherent sketch 7 defines a pretopos T if PT(7) is equivalent to T. A morphism 
of coherent sketches 7 : S - 7 defines a pretopos morphism I : S - T if S and T 
are defined by S and 7, respectively and the diagram 
commutes up to an isomorphism. 
We shall describe the exact resolution &es(Z) of a pretopos morphism I in PT. Let 
I : S - T be a morphism in Pt fixed for the rest of the section. We adopt the notation 
concerning Re.s(Z) from Section 2. 
The cocomma category T <s T has three different descriptions. The one given in 
Section 2, as a colimit. The next in terms of models of T <s T. Namely, a model 
of T + T is (corresponds to) a pair of models of T together with a homomorphism 
between restrictions of these models to S along 1. Finally, we describe a sketch 7< 
defining T <s T. The sketch I< consists of: 
1. 70, I; two copies of the coherent sketch CS(T) with all symbols (objects and 
morphisms) labeled by 0 and 1, respectively; 
2. The set of arrows {hy : Z(Y)’ -+ Z(Y)’ : YE S}; 
3. For each arrow f : Y - Y’ in S a diagram 
l(Y)O 
hr 
+ I(Y)’ 
I(f)O 
I I 
Of>’ 
z(y’)o hy, *r(r)’ 
The morphism pi : T - T <s T is defined by the sketch morphism Ci : CS(T) --+ 7< 
“labeling” all symbols by i, for i = 0,l. 
‘Ihe category T <s T <s T can be described similarly. We only give the coherent 
sketch I<< defining it. The sketch I<< consists of: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
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lo, ‘&, ‘T-, three copies of the coherent sketch CS(T) with all symbols labeled by 0, 
1 and 2, respectively; 
The sets of arrows {Z# : Z(Y)’ - Z(Y)j : Y E S} for 0 < i < j < 2; 
A diagram 
Z(Y)’ 
“;/ \;2 
Z(Y)O - Z(Y)2 ha.2 
Y 
for each Y in S; 
The squares for h’j’s, as those for h in the definition of 7;. 
The morphism pij : T <s T - T <S T <S T is defined by the sketch morphism 
Lij : ‘7-, --+ ‘Tic< of “relabeling” all O’S by i and all l’s by j for 0 < i < j 6 2. 
The codiagonal morphism p : T <S T - T is defined by the sketch morphism 
L : IT< - CS(T) that “forgets” about the labels and drops hx’s, i.e. it sends them to 
identities. 
This ends the description of the exact resolution Res( I) of a morphism Z in PT. Since 
the generic models of coherent sketches ends different vertices to different objects, the 
colimits described above have the “better” universal properties mentioned in Section 2. 
The descent category Des(Z) has three descriptions: global, local, and “infinitesimal”. 
Before we prove that they give equivalent categories we will give three different names 
to the corresponding categories Des, ( Z ) , Des1 ( Z ) , Desi ( Z ) , respectively. 
The global definition of Des,(Z), given in Section 2, describes Des(Z) as a sube- 
qualiser of Res( I). 
The category Desl( I) has as objects descent data, i.e. pairs (X, A : po( X) - p1 (X) ) 
where X is an object of T, A is a morphism of T <S T such that: 
1. p(A) = idx, 
2. P12(A) OPOl(A) = PO2(A) 
A morphism t : (X, A) --+ (X’, A’) is a morphism t : X - X’ in T, such that 
In order to give the “infinitesimal” definition of Des( I) we need to define the category 
Mod(Z). 
The category Mod(Z) has the pretopos morphisms from T to Set as objects. A 
morphism f : M ---+ N in Mod(Z) is a natural transformation f : M o Z - N o Z 
in Mod(S) . Thus Mod(Z) has objects like Mod(T) but morphisms “a bit shorter”, like 
Mod(S). 
The category Desi( I) has as objects pairs (X, A : w(X) ---+ p1 (X) ) where X is an 
object of T, A is a morphism of T <S T such that the association: 
i : Mod(Z) - Set 
given by: 
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X(M) = M(X) for M E Mod(Z), 
;i(f)=[M,f,N](A) forf:N-MEMod 
is a functor, i.e. it preserves the identities and the compositions. Recall from Section 2, 
that [M, f, N] : T <s T - Set is the couniversal morphism such that [M, f, N] o pa = 
M, [M,f,N] opt = N and [M,f,N](cr) = f. A morphism t : (X,A) - (X’,A’) in 
Desi (I) is a morphism f : X - X’ in T, such that the family 
A(r) = {M(r))MEMod(/) 
is a natural transformation from ;i to A3. 
The equivalence of Des,(Z) and Desl( I) is standard. We shah show 
Lemma 5.2. Desr(Z) = Desi(Z) holds. 
Proof. The definition of Deq( I) is a syntactic one, whereas the definition of Desi(Z) 
refers to the models. The proof is an application of soundness and completeness, cf. 
1141. 
Let (X, A) be a descent data,_i.e. an object of Deq(Z). Then the condition p(A) = 
idx implies, by soundness, that_A preserves identities. Similarly, the condition pt~( A) o 
pat (A) = po2( A) implies that A preserves compositions. On the other hand, if A is a 
functor, the above conditions are true in all models. Thus, by completeness, they hold 
in T and T <s T <s T, respectively. Therefore, (X, A) is a descent data. 
The argument for morphism is similar. 0 
Thus the three descriptions given above coincide. 
The 2-coregular factorisation of Z 
sZ\z/ 
T 
If 
Des(Z) 
is given by 
Zd(h : Y -Y’> =Z(h) : (Z(Y),ay) - (Z(Y’),cw) 
where h : Y ---+ Y’ is a morphism in S, 
Zf(t: (X,A) ---+ (X’,A’)) =t:X----+X’ 
where I : (X, A) --+ (X’, A’) is a morphism in Des(Z), and 
for (X,A) in Des(Z). 
We give below some facts about pretoposcs, that we need later. 
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Lemma 5.3 (Pitts [ 221). Let X be an object in pwopos T, C - po( X) x p1 (X) a 
subobject in T <s T. Then, there is an object Y in S and subobjects  - X x I(Y) , 
r-Z(Y) xXinT, suchthatC=pl(r)oo,opo(s). 
Note that the composition o in the above lemma, as in many places below, is the 
composition of relations rather than morphisms. 
Corollary 5.4. Let (X, A) be a descent data in Des(I). Then, there is an object Y in S 
andsubobjectss-XxZ(Y),r-Z(Y) xXinTsuch thatA=pl(r)oaropo(s). 
For (X, A) in Des(I), a triple (r, KS) as in Corollary 5.4 is called a representation 
of the descent data (X, A). 
Corollary 5.5. Let (r, KS) be a represe?ation of descent data (X, A) in Des(I), f : 
M - N a morphism in Mod(Z). Then A(f) = M(r) o fr o N(s). 
Proposition 5.6. For any pretopos T in Pt, the identity morphism idr : T --t T is an 
effective descent morphism. 
Proof. Let T be a pretopos. We form the exact resolution of idT: 
40 401 t 
C i:I\ldT,/ 
T -4P T-+T q12 
41 
-T<TT<TT 
qo2 
(idT)f 
Des( idT) 
with p : qo o idT - q1 0 idT. 
We shall show that (idT) f is an equivalence of categories. 
For any pretopos morphism I, the morphism of form 1, is conservative. Thus (idT) f 
is conservative. For any X in T the pair (X, px) is descent data. Thus idf is essentially 
surjective. We shall show that (idT)f is full. 
Since p is a natural transformation between qo and q1 it is enough to show that for 
any descent data (X, A), A = px. 
Let (X, A) be descent data. By Corollary 5.5, there are Y and subobjects s - X x Y 
andr-YxXinTsuchthatA=ql(r)oproqn(s).LetM:T<~T-Setbea 
pretopos morphism. Fix x E M(qo( X)). Since q(A) = idx, there is a y E M( qo( Y)) 
such that M(qo(s))(x,y) and M(qo(r))(y,x). We put x’ = M(px)(x) and y’ = 
M(pr)(y). Since s and r are in T and p is natural, we have M(ql(s))(x’,y’) and 
M(ql(r))(y’,x’). Thus 
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Fig. 1. 
Since x was arbitrary we have M(A) = M( px). Since M was arbitrary, by completeness 
for pretoposes, A = px. This ends the proof. Cl 
Corollary 5.7. Let I : S - T be a pretopos moThism, f : M --+ N be a morphism 
in Mod(T), (X,A) descent data in Des(l). Then A(fi) = fx. 
Proof. Let f : M -+ N be a morphism in Mod(T). Consider the diagram of Fig. 1 
with J(U) = PI, J 0 pi = qi, for i = 0, 1, [M, f, Nl (/I) = f and [M, fr, N] (a) = f~. 
Note that if (X, A) are descent data in Des(Z), then (X, J(A)) are descent data in 
Des( idr). Thus by Proposition 5.6 J(A) = px. We have 
[M,f,Nl 0 J(u) = [M,_f,Nlh) = [M,f,Nl(p)~=fr = [M,f/,Nl(a). 
Thus by essential uniqueness of [M, ft , N] , we obtain 
[M,_f-,Nl 0 J g [M,_fi,Nl 
and then 
%fi) = [M,.fi,Nl(A) = [M,f,Nl 0 J(A) = [M.f,Nl(~x) =fx. •I 
Let K be a class of models of a pretopos S. We say that K is su#icient for S (or K 
has enough models for S) if for every monomorphism f E S, f is an isomorphism iff 
for all M E K, M(f) is an isomorphism. A subcategory K of Mod(S) is sufficient for 
S, if its class of objects is sufficient for S. 
Note that Mod(I) can be treated as a full subcategory of Mod(S), whose objects 
are those models of S that can be extended to models of T along 1. By completeness 
theorem for pretoposes, cf. [ 14, Theorem 1.2.11, we obtain 
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Lemma 5.8. Let I : S - T be a morphism in R. Then, I is conservative iff Mod( I) 
is suflcient for S. 
6. Totally discomwcted ultracategories 
The notion of an ultracategory was introduced by Makkai in [ 151; see also [ 161. The 
definition given here is a mixture of both. In fact, it is more restrictive than each of them, 
in the sense that the ultracategories defined below have less ultramorphisms, essentially 
only those that are needed for the proof of the Makkai duality. In our application we 
need only those ultracategories that have a certain separation property with respect o 
the ultracategory Set. We call them totally disconnected ultracategories. 
Given an ultralilter U on a non-empty set 1, one has the ultraproduct functor, cf. 
[ 14,151, 
[U] : SetJ + Set 
lAi)j IIj AjIU 
Uj)j I lpb llj fjl” I 
tB_i)j Ilj BjI” 
This suggest he following definition. 
A pre-ultracategory (p.-u.c.) K is a category (also denoted by) K together with 
specified but arbitrary functors [U] : SJ ---+ S, formally associated with any ultralilter 
U on any set J. Set together with the ultraproduct functors defined above is a p.-U.C. 
A pre-ultrafinctor (p.-u.f.) X : K --+ K’ is a functor X : K - K’ between the 
underlying categories, together with a specified transition isomorphism 
[X,U] :x0 [U] z [U] OXJ 
for each ultrafilter U. A strict p.-u.f. is a p.-u.f. whose transition isomorphisms are all 
identity natural transformations. 
An ultratransformution (u.t.) (T : X - Y between p.-u.f.‘s X and Y is a natural 
transformation u : X - Y between underlying functors X and Y, satisfying the 
following additional commutativity condition. From the diagram 
,1:iyJ “I xi+ 
W’)’ c 
[Ul K’ 
we have the commutative diagram of functors and natural transformations a  follows 
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LX Ul I I [Y, Ul 
[Ul oxJ [ul o,, *[W oyJ 
Let r be a small graph. 
An ultmproduct specification in r is a quadruple u = (v, J, U, g) = (vu, J,, , U,, , g, ) 
where v is a node in I’, U is an ultralilter on the set J, and g is a function from J into 
]ZJ, the set of nodes of r. 
An ultragraph r is a small graph, also denoted by r, together with a small set Z4cr) 
of ultraproduct specifications in r. An ultradiagram A : r - K is a diagram (i.e., 
an assignment of an object d(y) of K to each node y of jr], and of a morphism 
d(e) : d(r) - d(r’) to each edge e : y - y’ in r), together with isomorphisms 
[Au1 : &vu) 1 WlW(gdj))jjd 
one for each u = (v,,J,,U,,,g,) in U cr). A is strict, if all transition isomorphisms 
[d, u] are identities. 
A morphism of ultradiagrams C$ : A - t?, where d,B : r - K, is a natural 
transformation of diagrams into a category in the usual sense, satisfying the following 
additional condition: the diagram 
d(v) 
[A, ul t WlWgW))jd 
h 
I I 
[W((+g,Cj))jEJ) 
WV) 
ia, ul 
c [Ul((B(g(j)))jEJ) 
commutes for u = (u, J, U, g) E UC’). 
Hom( r, K) denotes the category of all ultradiagrams and morphisms of ultradiagrams 
(with obvious identity arrows and composition of arrows). 
For a pre-ultracategory X : K --+ K’ we have the functor 
Hom(T,X) : Hom(r,K) --+ Hom(I’,K’) 
defined by composition. 
Let r be an ultragraph, k and 1 two nodes of r. An ultramorphism of type (I’, k, 1) 
in K is a natural transformation 6 : euk - evl, where eUk is the evaluation functor 
Hom( I’, K) -+ K evaluating ultradiagrams and their morphisms at the node k; similarly 
for evl. 
A cell-system @ is an ultragraph, together with a well-founded partial ordering 4 on 
the set ]@I of nodes of @, and with further data as follows: partitions 
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z/i’@’ = u2 ti u3; 
these data should satisfy the following conditions: 
1. @a is the set of -+minimal elements of I@]; 4in E @e; 
2. For any e E Arr(@), cou’om( e) E @r ; for every 4 E @I, there is exactly one arrow 
in Arr(@) with codomain 4, and for this e : 4’ - 4, we have 4’ 4 4; notation: 
4’ is denoted by (4) 1; 
3. For any u = (4, I, U, g) E L/2, we have that 4 E @2; for every q5 E @2, there is a 
unique u E U2 with u, = 4, and for this u = ( C#J, I, V, g), we have g(i) 4 4 for all 
i E I; notation: u = 2442; 
4. For any u = (4’. I, U,g) E Us, we have that g(i) E @3 for all i E I; for any #J E @3, 
there are a unique u = (r$‘, I, U, g) E Us and a unique i E I such that C# = g(i) ; we 
have 4’ 4 4; notation: 4’ = (#I) 3; 
Let @ be a cell-system. A regular subset $I of @ is a subset $ of the set of nodes of 
CD, satisfying the following conditions: 
2. Ifc5E@i,then4E#iff (4)i E+; 
3. If C$ E @2, then 4 E + iff for ~4.2 = (4,1,ug),wehavethat{iEl:g(i)E+}EU; 
4. For any u E Us, u = (4, I, U,g), if C#J E +, then {i E I : g(i) E +} E U; if 
4 E @3 n+, then (9)s E +. 
From the definition, we immediately get 
Lemma 6.1 (Makkai [ 161) . For a cell-system @, the set Reg (@) of all regular subsets 
of @ is a meet semi-lattice with respect to the relation of containment. The intersection 
of two regular subsets is a regular subset. 
Let A : @ - Set be an ultradiagram on the cell-system CD. Afllling of @ along A is 
a function F with domain a regular subset 1,5 of @ such that 
1. For any 4 E +, F(4) E d(4); 
2. For any e : cj - 4’ in @, if both C$ and 4’ are in $, then F(#) = d(e)(F(4)); 
3. For any u = (4, I, U, g) E UC@), if C# E 9, then 
[A, ul (F(4)) = (W(i)) : i E 4 g(i) E @j/U 
(here [d, u] : A( 4) 5 I-J,, A( g( i) ) /U is the transition isomorphism given with 
A). 
Note that if F is a filling of @J along A, and R E Reg(@), R c dom( F), then the 
restriction F [R is a filling of @ along A as well. 
Lemma 6.2 (Makkai [ 161). Let A : @ - Set be an ultradiagmm from a cell-system 
@. 
(i) Given any x E A(&), there is at least one filling F of @ along A such that 
F(&) =x. 
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(ii) If F ana’ G are two fillings of @ along A with F (4in ) = G( &,, ), then there is a 
regular subset R of @ with R C dom( F) rl dom( G) such that F [R = G [R. 
(iii) More generally, if 8 : A - l3 in Hom( @, Set), F and G are fillings of @ along 
A and B, respectively, with &kin (F(&)) = G(&), then there is R E Reg(@) 
such that Bb(F(4)) = G(4) for all 4 E R. 
An ultratriple is a triple (@, u! H) where @ is a cell-system, W is an ultrafilter 
on Reg( @) such that (R’ E Reg(@) : R’ c R} E W, for every R E Reg(@), and 
H : Reg( @) - [@I is a function such that H(R) E R for all R E Reg(@). 
An ultragraph @(w H) associated with an ultratriple (@, U: H) is the ultragraph for 
which 
1. I@(wHH)I = I@( u {I}, (14 I@[); 
2. Arr(@(W H)) = Arr(@); 
3. U(@‘(ln)) = U@ U {u[ = (I, Reg(@), U: H)}. 
An ultracategory K is a pre-ultracategory K together with a specification of an 
ultramorphism SK [ @, W, H] of type (@( W, H) , &, 1) associated with every ultratriple 
(@,u!H). 
Suppose that K and K’ are pre-ultracategories and S and S’are ultramotphism in K 
and K’, respectively, of the same type (r, k, 1). Suppose further that X : K - K’ is a 
pre-ultrafunctor. We say that X carries S into 8, if the following diagram 
Hom( r, K) 16-K 
I 
7 
Hom(T,X) X 
euk 
Hom( r, K’) rB_I;’ 
-xi--+ 
commutes in the sense that 6’ o Hom( I’, X) = X o 6. 
An ultrafiatctor (u.f.) X : K - K’ between ultracategories K and K’ is a pre- 
ultrafunctor that carries 6~ [ @, K H] into 6,) [ @, R H] for all ultratriples (@, K H). 
In this way we have defined the 2-category UC of the ultracategories, ultrafunctors 
and ultratransformations. 
We shall describe the canonical ultrastructure on the category Set. Let (@, W, H) be 
an ultratriple. We define an ultramorphism 
S = Sset[@, W H] : evbi, ---+ evl 
of type (@(WH),@in,l). Let A: @(WH) - Set be an ultradiagram. It is enough to 
give the mappings 
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Let x E A(&) and F be a filling of @(K H) along A such that F(&) = x. Such an 
F exists by Lemma 6.2(i). We put 
Sk(x) = (F(H(R)) : R E Reg(@), R c dom(F))/W 
Sk is well-defined by Lemma 6.2(ii), and Sk is natural by Lemma 6.2(iii). 
An ultracategory K is totally disconnected if for every pair of different morphisms 
f, g : M --+ N in K, there is an ultrafunctor a : K - Set such that a(f) # a(g). 
Let TUC denote the full locally full sub-Zcategory of UC whose objects are the 
totally disconnected ultracategories. 
Proposition 6.3. Let X : K - K’ be a pre-ultrajimctor between ultracategories, with 
K’ E TUC. Then, X is an ultrafinctor ifffor all ultrafinctors a : K’ ---+ Set, a o X is 
an ultrafunctor. 
Proof. Let X : K - K’ be a pre-ultrafunctor between ultracategories and let K’ E 
TUC. Moreover a o X is an ultrafunctor for every ultrafunctor a : K’ ---+ Set. 
Let SJ’, 8’ be ultramorphisms in K, K’ and Set, respectively, associated to the same 
ultratriple (a, W, H). We shall show that X carries S into 8, i.e. for every ultradiagram 
d:@(W,H) -K 
&,,, = x(ad) (1) 
where X(d) = Zfom( @( K H) , X) (A). For any ultrafunctor a : K’ - Set, we have 
a(&(&) =6&x(& =a ox(ad) 
Since K’ is totally disconnected, we get ( 1). 0 
Let T be a pretopos. The canonical ultrastructure on Mod(T) is induced by the 
canonical ultrastructure on Set. For an ultrafilter U on a set J 
[ (I] : Mod(T) J - Mod(T) 
is given by the ultraproduct functor 
[U({~j}j~J)(X) =nMi(X)/u 
jEJ 
where { Mj}jcJ is a family in Mod(T) J, and X is an object of T. For the morphism 
the definition is similar. Let (@, w H) be an ultratriple. We define the ultramorphism 
8 = &,d(r) [ Qi, u! H] . For an ultradiagram A : @( W, I-Z) - Mod(T), the morphism 
& : &din> - 40 
is given by 
<&>X=ad(X) 
where d(X) = eux o A : @( u! H) - Mod(T) - Set, S = &, [ @, IV H] . 
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Let I : S - T be a pretopos morphism. The ultracategory Mod(S) induces the 
canonical ultrastructure on Mod(Z), see Section 4 for the definition of Mod(Z). The 
category Mod(Z) is a full subcategory of Mod( S) , closed under ultraproduct. Thus it is a 
pre-ultracategory and the inclusion functor i : Mod(Z) --+ Mod(S) is a pre-ultrafunctor. 
Let (@. u! H) be an ultratriple. Then for a diagram A : @ - Mod(Z), we put 
(&~~(~))(A) = s,,,,,,(Hom(~(U!H),i)(d)) 
Since i : Mod(Z) + Mod(S) is full and faithful, the above definition well defines 
64hd( I ) . 
Proposition 6.4. For any pretopos T and any pretopos morphism I, the ultracategories 
Mod(T) and Mod(Z) are totally disconnected. 
Proof. For X E T we have strict ultrafunctors of evaluation eux : Mod(T) ----+ Set, such 
that eux(f) = fx. 
If f, g : h4 - N are in Mod(T) and f # g, then there is an object X in T such that 
fx # gx. The ultrafunctor eux separates f and g, since 
eux(f) = fx # gx = eux(g) 
Thus Mod(T) is totally disconnected. 
The ultracategory Mod(Z) is totally disconnected as a full and locally full sub- 
ultracategory of a totally disconnected ultracategory. Cl 
The category Set is a pretopos and it carries a canonical structure of an ultracategory. 
These two structures “commute” which means in this case that the ultraproduct functors 
[U] : Set’ - Set are pretopos morphisms. In fact, it is Los theorem, cf. [ 151. Thus 
Set is a schizophrenic object for (PT,TUC) and we get a Stone adjunction 
M, = PT( -,Set) 
PT”p . l TUC 
T, =TUC(-,Set) 
with T, -I M,, cf. [ 151. In fact, in [ 151 the adjunction is defined between mp and 
UC. But the functor M, ends up in TUC. Thus we have also the above adjunction. We 
have the counit of adjunction, for T in PT: 
&T : T cTUC(PT(T,Set),Set) 
X 1-e eux : PT( T, Set) - Set 
MIT-+Set+M(X) 
The main result of [ 15, Theorem 4.11, is the following 
Theorem 6.5 (Makkai) . For every smail pretopos T, the counit eT is an equivalence of 
categories, i.e. the &junction T, -I M, is a reflection in Pt. 
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The ultracategories defined in [ 151 have more ultramorphisms than those defined 
here. But the ultramorphisms needed for the proof of Theorem 6.5 are among those that 
are associated to the ultratriples. Thus the ultracategories defined above have enough 
ultramorphisms to obtain the above theorem. 
We need also a strengthening of Theorem 6.5. 
Proposition 6.6. Let T be a small pretopos, W a full sub-ultracategory of Mod(T). 
Then the canonical functor 
ET,W : T t TUC( W, Set) 
Xl-•eux:W-Set 
M:TwSet-cM(X) 
is an equivalence of categories iff W is suficient for T. 
Proof. The condition is clearly necessary. If W has not enough models for T, then erw 
is not conservative. 
The proof of the sufficiency of the condition proceeds by an easy but tedious inspection 
of the proof of [ 15, Theorem 4.11. We replace Mod(T) by W and repeat he whole 
proof. 
Since the proof is long and changes inessential, we will not give it here in details. 
Instead, we shall point out directly in the proof of [ 15, Theorem 4.11 where and how 
the existence of certain models is used. 
For conservativeness of erw, we need to have enough models. So, this is OK. 
The Claims 1 and 2 of [ 15, Lemma 4.31 uses existence of some models, but the 
sufficient class of models will do here. 
The last essential use of the existence of some models of T is in [ 15, Lemma 4.71. 
There, in order to carry the argument, we impose a minor additional assumption on K. It 
will do no harm to the rest of the proof. We assume that: for every model M in W, there 
is a model M’ in IKI, such that M’ % M and cardM’ = card(U{M’(A) : A E T}) < K. 
Since there is only a (small) set of complete extensions of T in full first-order logic, 
hence there is a (small) set C of models in W such that for each M in W there is M’ 
is C such that M E M’. Let y = sup{canfM : M E C}. Then for K > y [ 15, Lemma 
4.71 holds. Cl 
7. An ultrafunctor AI 
Let I : S - T be a morphism in Pt. We define a functor 
A, : Mod(Z) --+ (DesZ)* 
such that for an object M in Mod(I) 
AI(M) : Des(Z) - Set 
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given by Al(M) =MoIf. For f: M - N in Mod(Z), A,(f) = [M,f, N](T), where 
[M, f, N] is as in Section 2. Then 
AI = [M,f,Nl(~)(x,~) = [Mf,Nl(qx,~)) = [M_f,Nl(N. 
Lemma 7.1. Al is a well-de$ned functor. 
Proof. For M E Mod(Z), we have A,(M) = M o 1, E Des(l)*. 
Let f : M - N be a morphism in Mod(Z). We shall show that Al(f) is a natural 
transformation. If t : (X, A) --+ (X’, A’) is a morphism in Des(Z) then pr (t) o A = 
,Vopo(t). We have 
Mf)(x~,w, 04(M)(r) = ~K~JW~‘)~~W 
= hKf,W~‘) 0 [M,f,Nl am(t) = W,.f,W~‘vdt)) 
= [M,f,Nl(pl(t) 0 A) = [Mf,Nl opl(t) 0 [Mf,Nl(N 
=Ntt) 0 [M,.f,Nl(N =Al(N)(t)oAl(f>(x,~,. 
Thus A,(f) is in Des(Z)*. 
It remains to show that AI is functorial. It is enough to show that for any (X, A) E 
Des(Z) the composition 
Mod(Z) 3 Des(Z)* e% Set 
is functorial. But the above composition is just the functor x, see Section 5. Cl 
Proposition 7.2. The functor Al is a strict pre-ultrafinctor. 
Proof. We need to show that for any ultratilter U on any set J the diagram 
Mod(Z)J [VI cMod(I) 
(AI)’ 
(Des(I)*)J 
[VI 
) I 4 
Des(Z)* 
commutes. It is enough to show that for any descent data (X, A) in Des(I), we have 
qX,A) 0 4 0 [VI = qX,A) 0 [ul 0 A: 
Since x = eU(X,A) 0Al and eu(x,A) is a pre-ultrafunctor, we have 
;iO[u] =eU(x,A)O/i/O[U] 
and 
eo(X,A) 0 [U] o A: = [U] o eu:x,Aj o A: = [U] o i’ 
Thus it remains to prove that x o [U] = [U] o xJ, i.e. that i is a strict pre-ultrafunctor. 
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Let (r, Xs) be a representation of the descent data (X, A), see Section 5. Let {fj : 
Mj + Nj}jc_/ be a morphism in Mod(Z) J. Using Corollary 5.5, we have 
XO [U]({fj: Mj --$ Nj)jeJ) = i 
= nhj(r) 0 <fj>Y o hi(S)/u= [ul ({i?fj)}jEJ) 
jEJ 
= [U] OxJ({fj : Mj + Nj}jcJ). 
Thus i is a strict pre-ultrafunctor. Cl 
Theorem 7.3. AI is an ultrafinctor. 
Proof. Since AZ : Mod(Z) - Des(Z)* is a pre-ultrafunctor, by Proposition 6.3, it is 
enough to show that for any ultrafunctor (Y : Des(Z) * - Set the composition cy o A, 
is an ultrafunctor. By Makkai duality, every such ultrafunctor (Y is isomorphic to ev(x,A) 
h for a descent data (X, A). But ~v(x,A) oAZ = A. Thus it is enough to show that x is an 
ultrafunctor for any descent data (X, A). The rest of the section is devoted to the proof 
of this fact. Cl 
In the following we treat the binary relations as if they were functions. If r( x, y) is 
a binary relation, r(x) is the image of x with respect o r, i.e. r(x) = {y : r(x, y)}. If 
r(x) has one element, e.g. if r is a function, r(x) may also denote U r(x) . 
LetZ:S---+TbeinPt,YES,XET,MEMod(Z),xEM(X),yEM(Z(Y)), 
(X, A) a descent data in Des(Z), (r, I: s) a representation (X, A). We say that y represents 
x with respect to the representation (r, I: s) of (X, A) iff x E M(r) (y). We say that 
y strongly represents n with respect to the representation (r, KS) of (X, A) iff y E 
M(s) (x) and for each morphism f : M - N in Mod(Z), we have 
N(r) 0 fY(y) = %f 1 (xl (= N(r) 0 fY 0 M(s)(x)) 
We have an easy 
LemUui 7.4. k?t (r, x s) be a representation of descent data (X, A) in Des(Z), { Mj}jeJ 
be a family of objects of Mod(Z), V an ultrajilters on J, 
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Then 9 represents x’ with respect to the representation (r, X s) of (X, A) if 
{j E AII B : yj represents xj w.r.t. repr. (r,Ks) of (X,A)} E K 
Lemma 7.5 (Existence of strong representations). Let I : S - T be a morphism in 
Pt, (X, A) descent data, M a model in Mod(Z), x E M(X). There exists a representation 
(rx9Lsx) of (X,A) d an an element yx E M( I ( Yx) ), such that yx strongly represents 
x with respect to the representation (r,, Y,, s,) of (X, A). 
Proof. Let (r, K s) a representation f descent data (X, A), M a model in Mod(Z) and 
x E M(X). 
Claim. There exists a finite set FO G M(s) (x) (= {y : (x, y) E M(s)}) satisfying the 
following condition: for every morphism f : M -+ N in Mod(Z) there is a y E Fo 
such that 
N(r) 0 fdy) =%f><x>. 
With a set FO = (~1, . . . , yn} as in the Claim, we proceed as follows. Put 
yx=(Y1~...9Yn)9 
sx = (S, f.. , s> -x x Z(Y”), 
Y,=Y”, rx=ro 
( > U *j 1 (j<n 
where Tj : I( Y’) - Z(Y) is the jth projection and the sum is taken in the lattice of 
subobjects SubT (Z ( Yn+’ ) ) . We have 
m(rx)oh~om(sx)=p~ ohynopo((s,...,s)) 
=m(r)oUpl(rj) ohyn o(po(s),...,po(s)) 
=m(r) oy (hy opds)) 
=pl(r) o hyopo(s) = A. 
Thus (rx, Y,, s,) represents (X, A). We shall show that yx strongly represents n with 
respect o the representation (r,, Y,, s,) of (X, A). Let f : M - N a morphism in 
Mod(Z). There is 1 < k < n, such that N(r) o fy(yk) =x(f)(x). Then 
i(f)(x) = N(r) 0 fY(yk) 
* = U N(r) 0 fY(yi) I<i<n 
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= U N(T) 0 N(r)” 0 fXYx) 
1 <i<n 
= U N(r) O N(ri) O frn(Y.x) 
I <i<n 
167 
= NCro ,p> o~Y,(Y~) = N(rx) o.fr,(~x). .\ 
Since yi E M(s)(x), for i = l,... , n and (r, KS) is a representation of (X, A) if 
N(r) o fy ( yi) and N(r) o fr ( yk) are defined (i.e. non-empty) then they are equal. This 
justifies =*. We also have 
Yx = (Ylv. ..,Y”> E N(&..., s)) (x> = M(sx) (XI 
i.e. y, is a strong representant of x. 
It remains to prove our Claim. Suppose that our Claim is not true. For each finite set 
F C M(s) (x) we choose a “bad” morphism fF : M - MF in Mod(I), such that 
MF(r) 0 (_f)~(y) # kfF)(x) for all y E E (1) 
Put 0 = P$,(M(s)(x)) (the set of finite subsets of M(s)(x)), [F] = {F’ E 0 : F & 
F’} for F E 0. Let V be an ultrafilter on 0 containing the family {[F] }F~@. Consider 
the morphism 
f:M-nMF/V(=N) 
FE8 
where 
f= J-JfFIV.SM 
FE8 
and 6,~ : M - M” is the canonical embedding into the ultrapower. Since (X, A) is a 
descent data and A = pi (r) o (+y o pa(s), there is a ya E M(s)(x) such that 
N(r) O~Y(YO) = A(f)(x). (2) 
We have 
N(r) 0 fr(yo) = n MF(r)/V 0 fl(fFh/Vo (~)Y(Yo) 
FE8 FE@ 
= (MFW 0 (fF)Y(YO))FEB/V 
%f> (x) = N(r) 0 fu 0 M(s) (~1 
= n MF(r)/Vo n(fF)r/Vo(SDI)yoM(~)(~) 
FE@ FE8 
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2 j--&m) 0 (_Fhm 0 J-J M(s)/V 0 (&4)x(x) 
FE0 FE@ 
= (@W 0 (f% O M(s) W)FE@/V 
= (KY> WJF,e/v. 
Since the first and the last expressions define singletons, the inclusion in the middle is 
an inclusion of one singleton in the other. Thus it is an equality. From (2) we get 
(@(r) 0 (fF)r(Yo))M9/v = (ZfF)(x)k3,v 
i.e. 
A = {F E 0: MF(r) 0 (fF)u(y~) =X@)(X)} E V. 
On the other hand, from ( 1) we get 
B = {FE @ : @(r) 0 (f%(YO) # %f%x)) > [{Yo)l E v. 
But A n B = 0. This contradiction ends the proof of the Claim and Lemma 7.5. 0 
The proof of the following proposition is the main argument of the paper. 
Proposition 7.6. For any (X, A) in Des(Z) the jimctor x : A404 I) - Set is a strict 
ultrafunctor. 
Froof. By Proposition 7.2, i is a strict pre-ultrafunctor. Thus, it remains to show that 
A preserves the ultramorphisms. 
J-et (@, W, H) be an ultratriple, @’ = @( W, H), a cell-system corresponding to it. Let 
6, 8, the ultramorphisms in Set and Mod(I) respectivel_y, associated with the ultratriple 
(@, W Z-I). For an ultradiagram A : @’ ---+ Mod( I ) , A( A) : @’ ----+ Set denotes the 
ultradiagram in Set obtained by composition of A with x. Similarly, d(Y) : @’ ---+ Set 
denotes the ultradiagram in Set obtained by composition of A with euI(r). 
We need to show that x carries 8 to S, i.e. for any ultradiagram A : @’ - Mod(I) 
we have 
%q4) = %(A, : x(d)(&) -x(d)(l)- 
Thus we need to prove that for any x0 E x(d) (&,), we have 
%&)(x0) = %(&(x0). 
We fix x0 E x(d) (4in) for the rest of the proof. Let (r, I: s) be a representation 
of the descent data (X, A), ye E d(Y) (&in) such that, yc strongly represents x0 with 
respect o (r, r: s). By Lemma 7.5 such ya and (r, Z s) exist. 
Let F and G be fillings of Qi’ along x(d) and d(Y), respectively, with F( $i”) = xa 
and G(+in) = Ya. Then 
t&,(x0> = (F(H(R)) : R E Reg(@‘), R G dom(F))/W 
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aA = (G(H(R)) : R E RN@‘), R C dom(G))/W 
Claim 1. There is a regular set r/l 2 dom( F) II dom( G) in CD’ such that for C$ E $, 
G(4) represents F( 4) with respect to (r, Es). 
Once we have Claim 1, we proceed as follows. Let F’ = F r+, G’ = G [+. Then F’ 
and G’ are fillings of @’ along i(d) and d(Y), respectively, with F’(&) = x0 and 
G’(&n) = ya. We have 
%cd) (~0) = (F’(H(R) 1 : R E Ret@‘), R C @j/W 
=(d(H(R))(r)(G’(H(R))) : R E Reg(@‘),R C +>/W 
=d(O(r)((G’(H(R)) : R E Reg(@),R G $)/W 
=dU)W(&~y~(Yo)) 
=d(O(r) 0(~~)~Od(#in)(S)(Xo) =~C&><~O>* 
Thus it remains to show Claim 1. 
In order to get a contradiction we assume that Claim 1 is not true and we prove 
Claim 2. For any regular set R c dom( F) n dom( G) in Q’, there is an arrow eR : 
C$R + &R in @’ with C$R,ER E R such that G(&) represents F(&) with respect to 
(r, KS) but G(Q) does not represent F(q) with respect to (r, KS). 
We suppose that Claim 2 is not true and we construct a regular set + = ~,,+a n +I 
satisfying Claim 1. 
Let @a be a regular set in @’ contradicting Claim 2, i.e. @a C dom( F) n dom( G) and 
for every e : #J -+ 4’ E Arr(@‘) with 4,q5’ E +a and, if G( 4) represents F( 4) then 
G( 4’) represents F( 4’). 
We define a set +i as the smallest set satisfying the following conditions: 
1. Ifq5E@$ and(4)i ~$1 then4Erjlt; 
2. Ifq5E@$,u=(qkJ,U,g) l i%and{j~J:g(j)~+t}~Uthetr4~$i; 
3. If u = ($‘, J, V,g) E 243 and 4’ E $1 then g(j) E et if G(g(j)) represents F(g(j)), 
for j E J. 
We shall prove: 
(i) For all 4 E +, G(4) represents F(4) with respect o (r, es). 
(ii) $ is a regular set. 
(i) We shall show, by induction on well-founded order 4, that G( 4) represents F( 4) 
for 4 E $, 
If G( &) strongly represents F (4in ) , then a fortiori G( 4in ) represents F (4in ) . 
Let C#J E +. Assume that for all 4’ E +, if q%’ + 4 then G( 4’) represents F( 4’). 
If 4 E @{, then 4 was thrown into $1 by clause 1. Thus (4) 1 E $1. &J is a regular 
set hence (4) 1 E $0. Thus (4)1 E $. Since (4)i -X 4, by inductional hypothesis 
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G( (4) I ) represents F( (4) I). Then by definition of $0, G( 4) represents F( 4). 
If 4 E @$, then 4 was thrown into +I by clause 2. We have u = (4. J, V, g) E 242 
with A = {j E J : g(j) E @I} E V. For q%’ E {g(j) : j E A}, 4’ + C$ and, by 
hypothesis, G(@) represents F(#). Thus, by Lemma 7.4, (G(g(j)))jEA,u represents 
(F(g(j)))jEA,u. Since the isomorphisms preserves representations 
G(4) = [d(y), ul -’ t (‘Tgtj) )jjeA,u) 
represents 
If 4 E 4$, then #J was thrown into $1 by clause 3. We have u = (q5’, J, U, g) and 
j E J such that g(j) = 4. Since 4 = g(j) E $1, by clause 3, G(4) represents F(4). 
This ends the proof of (i). 
(ii) Clearly f$jn E $. 
Assume that q5 E @;. Since $0 is a regular set 
4 E tie iff (9)r E @o. 
If (4) I E $1 then, by clause 1, #J E $1. Since $1 is the smallest set satisfying 1-4, we 
havealsothat,if4E& then (q5)t l ~t.Thusq5~~iff (q6)r E+. 
Assume that q5 E @$, u&,2 = (4,XVg). If {j E J : g(j) E +} E V, then {j E 
J : g(j) E $0) E V. Since $0 is a regular set, we have q5 E $0. We have also 
{j E J : g(j) E @I } E V. Thus 4 is in $1 by clause 2. Therefore 4 E I+. On the other 
hand, if 4 E Cc, = $0 n @/I, then, since $0 is a regular set, A = {j E J : g(j) E I&} E V. 
Since +1 is the smallest set satisfying 1-4, B = {j E J : g(j) E q+ } E V. Thus 
{j E J : g(j) E #} = A n B E V. 
Let u = (9, J, U, g) E L43 and 9 E +. Then A’ = {j E J : g(j) E $00) E V. Since 
4 E + then G( 4) represents F( 4) , it follows that 
represents 
By Lemma 7.4, B’ = {j E J: G(g(j)) represents F(g(j))} E V. Thus {j E J : g(j) E 
$1 = A’ r-l B’ E V. 
Let c$ E @i n $. Then (4)s E $0 and since (jli is the smallest set satisfying l-4, 
(4)s E $1. Therefore (4)s E @. This ends the proof of (ii) and Claim 1, contrary to 
the supposition. 
Thus, if Claim 1 does not hold, Claim 2 does. Having Claim 2, we show that x does 
not preserve compositions. 
Let R = {R E Reg(@‘) : R c dam(F) n&m(G)}, eR : & -+ &R for R E R as in 
Claim 2, 
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We define two morphisms in Mod(Z) : 
f :Mo-MI 
such that for Y in S, and x E &(1(Y)) 
f(x) = (FAIR) : R E R)/W 
where F, is a filling of @’ along d(Y) with Fx(&) = x, and 
g:M1 -M2 
such that 
g= n d(ed/w 
RE’R 
Note that f is a well-d$ined morphism by Lemma 6.2. 
We shall show that h does not preserve the composition g o f. We have 
%g 0 f) (x0) = M2(r) 0 (go ~)Y(Yo) 
= M2(y) ((&eR) (G(4R)) : R E R)/W) 
= M2(r) ((W&R) : R E R)/W) 
= (.&ER)(~)(G(ER)) : R E R)/W 
# (F(ER) : R E R)/W 
= (A(&ed)(F(h>> : R E R)/W 
= n k&d)/W((%#‘d : R E R)/W) 
RER 
= ~(g)((d(~R)(r)(G(~R)) : R E R)/W) 
= %d ‘=MI(~)(@(~R) : R E R)/W) 
= h) 0 MI(~) 0 MY 
= x(g) 0 MI(~) 0 fr 0 Mo(s)(xo) 
= %g) 0 %f) (x0). 
This contradicts the functoriality of i, but i is a functor, so Claim 2 does not hold. 
Therefore Claim 1 does. This ends the proof of Proposition 7.6. 0 
8. A descent theorem for pretoposes 
Let I : S -+ T be a pretopos morphism in Pt, and 
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PO pal 
T -1-117 T-+T p’2 
-77 
yT+ T+ T 
PO2 
Des(I) 
a diagram in Pt, as in Section 2. Consider the following diagram in TUC 
(T<s T<s T)* 
Des(Z)* 
where I,* : T* - Mod(I) is given by 
I,*(f:M-+N)=f,:M+N, 
I; : Mod(I) - S* is given by 
I;(f:M-+N)=f:MoI-+NoI 
andt: I,*op; -Z;op; is an ultratransformation such that t = u*, i.e. TV = M(a) 
for M E (T <s T) *. AI as in Section 7. We have 
Proposition 8.1. (i) (Mod(Z), I,*, t) is a subcoequaliser of Res( I) *. 
(ii) (S, I*, a*) subcoequalises Res(I)* and I; is the couniversul arrow making (1) 
commute. 
(iii) (Des(Z)*, ZJJ, r*) subcoequalises Res(Z)* and AI is the couniversul morphism 
making (2) and (3) commute. 
Proof. Note that Al is a strict ultrafunctor by Theorem 7.3. It is easy to see that both 
ZG and Zz are also strict ultrafunctors. Thus the diagram above is really in TUC. 
(i) Let F : T* - K be an ultrafunctor in TUC, k : F o pi ---+ F o p; an 
ultratransformation such that 
k P’ = idF and kP;, o k,,;, = kP; 
Note that we do not need to consider transition isomorphism since we had strict com- 
mutations 
p opi = idT. 
PO1 OPO =po2opo9 
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P12OPo =m op1, 
PO2 OPl = PI2 op1 
in Res(Z) constructed in Section 5. We define an association 
G : Mod(I) - K 
such that: 
G(M) = F(M), G(f) = ~WJ,NI 
for M an object in Mod(Z), f : M - N a morphism in Mod(Z). 
We shall show that G is the essentially unique ultrafunctor from Mod(Z) to K such 
that G o Z,* 2 F and G(t) Z k. 
For an object M of Mod(Z), we have 
idc(M) = idF(M) = (i&)M = (kp)~ = kpa(~) = k[~,ti~,~, = G(idM) 
and for morphisms f : M ---+ N, g : N --+ L in Mod(I), 
where [M, f, N, g, Ll : T <S T <S T - Set is the obvious couniversal morphism 
defined similarly as [M, f, N] in Section 2. Thus G is a functor. In the following we 
will write also [f ] for [M, f, N] . 
Now we equip G with natural isomorphisms [G, U] malting it a pre-ultracategory. 
Since F is an ultrafunctor for any ultrafilter U on any set J, we have a natural 
isomorphism 
[KU] : Fo [U] : [U] o FJ 
We put [G, U] = [F, U] . We shall show that 
[G,U] :Go[U] -[U]oGJ 
is a natural isomorphism. Note that [E U] is a family of isomorphisms in K indexed by 
objects of T*. Since objects of T* and of Mod(I) are the same [G, U] is a family of 
isomorphisms indexed by objects of Mod(Z). We need to prove that [G, U] is natural 
with respect o morphisms in Mod(Z). 
Let { fj : Mj + Nj}#, be a family of morphisms in Mod(Z). We need to show that 
the diagram 
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[G+ ‘I {Mj)j [G, VI {ivjjj 
1 f 
[ul oG’({MjIj) ful oGJc~f~~,,c [III OG’({NjIj) 
I I 
commutes. The ultrafunctors pT are strict and k is an ultratransformation. Thus from the 
diagram 
(TQ T*)’ 
[VI 
‘T<s T* 
(PO*)' (Pi)' Pi 
1 t 
(T*Y’ [W 
\ 
(43’ 
/ 
c 
FJ Mod(I)’ [‘I *Mod(l) F 
we obtain a commutative diagram 
FoP;o[UI 
kJ1 
cFop;o[U 
II II 
F 0 [VI 0 (P;)’ Fo[Ulo(~f)’ 
[E VI (po’)J [E VI (pi-)’ 
V 
[ul oFJo (PO*)’ [u](kJ) -[VI oFJo( 
in the category CAT( (T -+ T) * ‘, K) . We have 
[G*W{N,),E, oGO [~l({fj)j~J) = [EUl{~j),cj Ok[[~l({fj},c,)l 
= ([E q&U,lh~, O (kwl)uf,lhEl 
= ([F,q$ OhUl){[f,l},EJ 
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Thus [G, U] is natural. Therefore G together with natural isomorphisms [G, U] is a 
pre-ultrafunctor. 
Now, we prove that G is an ultrafunctor. Since K is totally disconnected, it is enough to 
show that for every ultrafunctor Q : K - Set, the composition Q o G is an ultrafunctor. 
Let Q : K - Set be an ultrafunctor. By Makkai duality (Theorem 6.5), there 
is an object X in T and an (ultra)isomorphism T : Q o F - evx. Since Q(k) : 
Q o F o & - Q o F o p; is an ultratransformation, again by Makkai duality, there is a 
morphism A : pa(X) ---+ pt (X) such that the diagram 
QOFOP; Q(k) ~QoFoP; 
rp; 2 
I 
g T* 
1 
4 
40(x) eu,i + %1(X) 
commutes. For M in Mod(Z), we have 
QoG(M)=QoF(M) Tevx(M)=^A(M) 
and for f : M - N in Mod(Z) 
Q 0 G(f) = Q(k[fl) = Q(k)[fl 2 (evd[fl = %f> 
where the above isomorphisms are induced by T. Since Q o G is a functor, s,o is x. 
Then, by Lemma 5.2, (X, A) is a descent data. Hence by Proposition 7.6, A is an 
ultrafunctor. A pre-ultrafunctor (ultra) isomorphic to an uhrafunctor is an ultrafunctor. 
Therefore Q o G is an ultrafunctor, and since Q was arbitrary G is an ultrafunctor as 
well. 
We show that G o I,* = F. 
Let M be an object of T*. Then 
GoI,*(M)=G(M)=F(M) 
Let f : M - N be a morphism in T*, Q : K ---+ Set an ultrafunctor. Then Q o F G evx 
and Q o G g i for some descent data (X, A) in Des(I) as before. We have 
QoGoZ,*(f) 2’x(f,> =evx(f) ZQoF(f) 
where the equality follows from Corollary 5.7. Since K is totally disconnected, we have 
Go I,* = F. 
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For every object M in (T <s T)*, we have 
G(~)M = G(~M) = G(M(g)) = k~(rr)l = k~ 
Thus G(r) = k. 
It remains to show that G is essentially unique. 
Let H : Mod(Z) - K be another ultrafunctor, (Y : Ho Zz - F an (ultra)isomorph- 
ism such that the diagram 
F 0 PO* 
k 
&FOP; 
HoZ,* op; ---+HoZ,*op; 
H(t) 
commutes, i.e. k 2 H(f). We claim that /I : H - G, such that PM = LYM, for A4 an 
object of T* (or Mod(Z)), is an ultratransformation. p commutes with ultraproducts 
since LY does. We need to show that p is natural with respect o morphisms in Mod(Z). 
Let f : M ---+ N be a morphism in Mod(Z). Then 
G(f) OPM = kul 0 (Pp,‘) MI = (&;)[~I oH(0rr1 
Thus /3 is a natural (ultra) isomorphism and G is essentially unique. 
(ii) Since (S, I, a) subequalises Res( Z), it follows that (S*, I*, a*) subcoequalises 
Res(Z)*. It is easy to see that Z; o I,* = I*. For M in (T<s T)*, we have 
I;(&# = Ii = tM = (U*)M 
Thus Z;l( t) = c* and I; is the couniversal morphism from the subcoequaliser. 
(iii) Since (Des(Z),ZZ,r) subequalises Res(Z), it follows that (Des(Z)*,Z;,r*) 
subcoequalises Res( I) *. 
Let M be an object in T*. For descent data (X, A) ,we have 
A,oZ,*(M)(X,A) =A,(M)(X,A) =M(X) =Zf*(M)(X,A) 
and for a morphism u : (X, A) - (X’, A’) of descent data, we have 
A[ OZ,*(M)(U) =M(u) =z;(M)(u) 
Hence A{ o Z,*(M) = Z;(M). 
Let g : M - N be a morphism in T*. Then 
AI oZ,*(g)cx,~, = A(gf)(x,A) = %g,) = gx = &,(X,A) = Z;(g)(X,A) 
where the equality in the middle follows from Corollary 5.7. Thus (3) commutes. The 
commutation of (2) is trivial. 
Let M be an object of (T-Q T) *, (X, A) descent data in Des(Z) . We have 
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(h(OM),X,A, =Mh)(X,A) = h(~&)(X,A) = A(a;n) 
=%[Mb)l) = M(A) =M(T(X,A)) = (T&)(X,A). 
i.e. Al(t) = T*. Thus Al is the couniversal morphism form the subcoequaliser. Cl 
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Note that (Zz, Ii) is essentially surjective-full and faithful factorisation of I*. In fact 
we have proved that the forgetful functor TUC - CAT preserves ubcoequalisers of 
coresolutions coming from Ptop via * : Pt”P - TUC. 
Corollary 8.2. Let I : S - T be a morphism in Pt. Then thefinctor 
A; o eoes(l) : Des(Z) -Des(Z)** ----+ Mod(Z)* 
is an equivalence of categories. 
Proof. The functor * : TUC - PT”P, as a left adjoint, preserves colimits. Since 
(Mod(Z),Z,*,t) is a subcoequaliser of Z?es(Z)*, it follows that (Mod(Z)*,(Z,*)*,t*) 
is a subequaliser of Res( Z)** G’ Res(Z). By Proposition 8.l(iii), A; o co,,(l) is the 
canonical comparison morphism between the subequalisers of this resolutions. Thus by 
essential uniqueness of subequalisers it is an equivalence of categories. Cl 
Remark 8.3. Note that the Corollary 8.2 can be considered as a generalisation of 
the Makkai duality (Theorem 6.5). If a pretopos morphism Z is an identity idT then 
Mod(Z) = Mod(T) and by Proposition 5.6, Des(Z) %’ T. Moreover Al o ehS(l) 2 eT. 
Theorem 8.4 (Descent heorem for pretoposes). A pretopos morphism is an e#ective 
descent morphism iff it is conservative. 
Proof. Let Z be a pretopos morphism. Choose the universes UI and U2 so that Z be in 
Pt. By Theorem 6.5 and Proposition 8.1 (i) the conditions Dl-D3 from Section 3 holds 
for the adjunction 
MP 
PT”p * * TUC 
TP 
and Pt L--) PT. Thus by Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 8.1 (ii), Z is an effective descent 
morphism iff (Ii)* : S** --+ Mod(Z)* is an equivalence of categories. By Lemma 5.8 
and Proposition 6.6, it is the case iff Z is conservative. Cl 
9. A descent theorem for exact categories 
One can prove a descent heorem for exact categories in the same way we have proved 
the descent heorem for pretoposes. We are not going to do this here. Instead, we shall 
deduce the descent heorem for exact categories directly from the descent heorem for 
pretoposes. 
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The notion of an exact category was introduced by Barr in [3]. The definition is 
obtained from that of pretoposes by deleting clauses 2 and 3. A functor between exact 
categories i  exact if it preserves finite limits and quotients of equivalence relations. Let 
EX denote the 2-category of exact categories in the universe Ua, exact functors and, as 
2-cells, natural transformations. Let Ex be full and locally full sub-Zcategory of EX 
whose objects are small exact categories, i.e. those in Ur. If T is an exact category, by 
Mod(T) we denote the category EX( T, Set). 
Let IITUC be a locally full sub-Zcategory of TUC whose objects are ultracategories 
with all small products and whose morphisms are product preserving ultrafunctors. The 
category Set is an exact category and ultracategory with products. These structures on 
Set “commute” giving rise to a Stone adjunction, cf. [ 151, 
EXoP . 
T, = n TUC( -, Set) 
i nTUC 
M, = EX( - , Set) 
with T, -1 w. We have the counit of adjunction, for T in EX: 
&T : T + n TUC( EX( T, Set), Set) 
X I- evx : EX( T, Set) + Set 
M:T-Sett_tM(X) 
Theorem 9.1 (Makkai [ 151). For every small exact category T, the counit &T is an 
equivalence of categories, i.e. the adjunction T, -I M, is a r@ection in Ex. 
We have also an analogue of Proposition 6.6. 
Proposition 9.2. Let T be a small exact category, W a full sub-ultracategoty of Mod( T) 
closed under small product in Mod(T). Then the canonical finctor 
ET,W : T + n TUC( W, Set) 
Xt-*eox:W-Set 
M : T-Set+ M(X) 
is an equivalence of categories iff W is suficient for T. 
Proof. The condition is clearly necessary, since if W has not enough models for T, then 
ET.W is not conservative. 
In order to show that the condition is sufficient, we proceed as in the proof of 
Proposition 6.6, by inspecting the proof of [ 15, Corollary 6.11. The only thing that 
requires an explanation is the fact that W contains enough models for the exact category 
T but in the proof of [ 15, Corollary 6.11 we need to know that W has enough models 
for the pretopos completion T’ of T, as well. This follows from the lemma below. 0 
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Lemma 9.3. Let CT : T - T’ be the canonical exact functor from an exact category T 
to its pretopos completion T’. Let C be a sufficient class of models for T closed under 
finite products, C’ the class of canonical extensions of models in C to T’. Then C’ is a 
suflcient class of models for T’. 
Proof. We have the following general facts 
1. c+ is full and faithful. 
2. Every object Y of T’ is covered by finitely many objects coming from T, i.e. there is 
a finite family of morphisms gi : o(Ai) - Y in T’, with At in T (i < n) such that 
[gili : Uicno(Ai) ---+ Y is epi. 
Let f : X --+ Y be a proper mono in T’. We need to find a model 
N(f) is not an iso. Let gi : a( Ai) --+ Y for (i < N) be a family as 
pullbacks, for i < n, 
f 
X-Y 
hi 
1 1 
gi 
Bi 7 a(4) 
N in C’, such that 
in 2. Consider the 
[gili : &<nutAi) - Y is epi. Therefore if all ft are iso, so is f. Hence there is 
io < n, such that f, is a proper mono. If, for N in T’*, N( fb> is a proper mono, then 
so is N(f), Thus it is enough to find N in C’ such that N( fb> is a proper mono. 
LetA=A,,B=B,, f=fb andhi:g(Ci) - B morphism in T’ for i < m, such 
that [hi]i : IJi,,,,a(Ci) --+ B is epi. We have a diagram in T’ 
f B-a(A) 
hi 
I/ 
f ohi 
Since u is full, there are ki : Ci + A in T such that a( kt) = f o hi, for i < m. We C~II 
assume that kt’s are mono since otherwise we could take their and the hi’s epi-mono 
factorisations. Since f is a proper mono so are all kt’s. Since C has enough models for 
T, there are models Mi in C and elements ai E Mi(A) - im(Mi( ki)), for i < m. Let 
M = ni,,,, Mi , a’= (ai)i and M’ th e extension of M to T’, such that M’ o o = M. Since 
C is closed under finite products, M is in C. We shall show that M’(f) is not an iso. 
Since the diagram 
B f to(A) 
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commutes, and [ hi]i is epi it is enough to show that M’( [ a( ki)]i) is not onto. We 
have 
M’([fl(k)li) = [M’(db))li= [M(ki)li= 
[,<m I 
n Mj(k) 9 i 
and 
ai $ im Mi( ki) , acn imMj(ki), 
j<m 
z$ Unim~j(ki) =im(M’([~(ki)]i)) 
iim j<m 
But a’ E M’(a(A)). Thus M’( [a(ki)]i) is not onto. Cl 
Let I : S --+ T be a morphism between exact categories. As before, we can form 
a resolution of I in EX. Note that for such I, Mod(Z) is in IITUC and we have a 
diagram 
Des(Z)* 
PO* PO*1 
- 
P ; (T<sT)*+ i t (T<s T<s T)* 
PI PO2 
Re$Z)* 
in IITUC with Zz,Z; and I : Z,* op; --+ Zz op; defined as in Section 8. Note that now 
Mod(Z) has as objects exact functors rather then pretopos morphisms. The following 
proposition is an analogue of Proposition 8.1. 
Proposition 9.4. Let Z : S - T be a morphism in Ex. 
(i) (Mod(Z), Zz, t) is a subcoequaliser of Res ( I) *. 
(ii) (S* , I*, U* ) subcoequalises Res( I) * and Zi is the couniversal arrow making ( 1) 
commute. 
(iii) (Des(Z)*, Zf*, r*) subcoequalises Res( I)* and Al is the couniversal morphism 
making (2) and (3) commute. 
Proof. Consider the diagram of 2-categories 
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M 
P 
TUC 
TP 
M, 
EXOP 
T, 
with i, i’ inclusions, P is the bi-functor of completion of exact categories to pretoposes, 
P -I i’. We have 
ioM, SM,oP. 
Thus Res(Z)* G P(Z?es(Z))* and then by proposition &l(i), (Mod(Z),Z,*,t) is a 
subcoequaliser in TUC. It is easy to see that Z;, I,*, Al preserve products. Thus it 
remains to show that if 
(K,F:T’+K,k:Fop;+Fop;) 
subcoequahses Res(Z)* in ZZTUC, i.e. if F preserves product then the couniversal 
morphisms G : Mod(Z) - K such that G o I,* 2 K and G(t) 2 k, in TUC also 
preserves products. Let {Mj}jeJ be a family of objects in Mod(Z), hence also in T*. 
We have 
We have an analogue of Corollary 8.2, generalising Makkai duality for exact cate- 
gories. 
Corollary 9.5. Let Z : S - T be a morphism in Ex. Then thefinctor 
A; 0 e&,(r) : Des(Z) - Des(Z) ** - Mod(Z) * 
is an equivalence of categories. 
By completeness for exact categories, we obtain 
Lemma 9.6. L.et Z : S --+ T be a morphism in Ex. Then, Z is conservative i$ Mod( I) 
is suficient for S. 0 
Theorem 9.7 (Descent heorem for exact categories). An exact morphism is an &ec- 
tive descent morphism iff it is conservative. 
Proof. Let Z be an exact morphism. Choose the universes Ur and Us so that Z be in Ex. 
By Theorem 9.1 and proposition 9.4(i) the conditions Dl-D3 holds for the adjunction 
EXOP. 
Me 
T, 
‘l-ITUC 
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and Ex c* EX. Thus by Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 9.4(ii), I is an effective descent 
morphism iff (Ii) * : S** - Mod(Z) * is an equivalence of categories. By Lemma 9.6 
and Proposition 9.2, it is the case iff Z is conservative. Cl 
10. 2-coregular factorisations 
In this section we show that in the 2-categories EX and PT the 2-coregular factorisa- 
tions, cf. Section 2, and quotient-conservative factorisations, cf. [ 141, coincide. 
We have 
Proposition 10.1. The 2-coregular factorisations in the 2-categories with finite weighted 
limits and colimits are universal with respect to the factorisations via e$ective descent 
morphisms. 
Pmof. Let A be a 2-category with finite weighted limits and colimits, I : S --+ T a 
l-cell in A, 
s 
Z 
*T 
Des(Z) 
the 2-coregular factorisation of I, and 
&T 
s9’/ 
K 
P 
another factorisation of Z with K a morphism of effective descent. Consider the following 
diagram 
J Des( J, idT) 
t 
T 
b 
7 Des(K) y 
t 
K FT 
t sd’kT 
Des(Z) 
idT 
where Des( J, id) is the essentially unique morphism making both squares commute. It 
exists by the universal property of Des(K) . Since K is a morphism of effective descent, 
Kd is an equivalence in A. Thus KY1 o Des( J, id) : Des(Z) - P is the essentially 
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unique morphism comparing both factorisations. Cl 
Theorem 10.2. In EX and PT the 2-coregular factorisations and quotient-conservative 
factorisations, c$ [ 141, coincide. 
Proof. In EX and PT quotient-conservative factorisation are universal with respect o 
factorisations via conservative morphisms, cf. [ 141. Since in EX and PT morphisms of 
effective descent are exactly conservative morphisms, by Proposition 10.1, 2-coregular 
factorisations and quotient-conservative factorisations have the same universal properties. 
Thus they coincide. 0 
11. Descent theorems and model theory 
In this section we expose a connection between our descent heorems and classical 
model theory. We argue that descent heorems are global definability theorems. This was 
already sketched in the introduction. 
A usual classical finitary, first-order, one-sorted theory T = (&A) consists of a set 
of axioms A in a finitary first-order one-sorted language L. We shall denote the unique 
sort of T by ST. Such a theory is called coherent if all the axioms in A are of form 
where &x’) and @( 3) are coherent formulas, i.e. they are build up from atomic formulas 
of L by means of A, V and 3 or are T or 1. Note that every theory can be made coherent 
in a suitable extension of its language. To every coherent heory T we can associate its 
Lindenbaum-Tarski coherent category C [T] (called logical in [ 201)) so that we have 
an equivalence of categories 
Coh(C[T],Set) 5 Mod(T) 
where Mod(T) denote the usual category of models of T and homomorphisms between 
them and Coh( C [T] , Set) denotes the category of coherent functors from C [T] to Set 
and natural transformations between them. Roughly speaking, the category C [T], cf. 
[ 201, has as objects coherent formulas of T, and as morphisms has coherent formulas 
that provably in T defines graphs of functions. Let C [ X] be the free coherent category 
generated by an object X. Since T is one-sorted, we have a canonical coherent morphism 
t : C[X] - C[T] 
It is a subcovering. In fact, for every object Y in C[T] there is a natural number n 
and a monomorphism Y - t(Xn). Thus a coherent category A over C[X], i.e. a 
coherent morphism a : C [X] - A, is a generalisation of a one-sorted coherent heory. 
A coherent interpretation I : T - T’ between coherent heories ends the unique sort 
of T to the unique sort of T’, all symbols of .C interprets as coherent formulas of L’ and 
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preserves provability. Such an interpretation i duces a coherent morphism C [ I] over 
C[X], i.e. the diagram 
C[Tl ‘[*I l C[T’] 
\/ 
C[Xl 
commutes (up to an iso). In particular C[Z](&) G&IV. 
Forn=0,1,2 ,..., let L,(A) denote the distributive lattice Sub( a( X)“) of subobjects 
of a(X) in the coherent category a : C[X] --+ A over C[ X]. Then a coherent 
morphism J : A ---+ B over C [ X], i.e. a morphism making the diagram 
commutes (up to an iso), is a generalisation of a coherent interpretation. J induces 
lattice homomorphisms 
L,(J) : L,(A) - L(B) 
Y - a(X)” c-f J(Y) - J(u(X>“) 2 b(X)” 
for n=0,1,2 ,,... The (local) definability theorem about the formulas invariant under 
homomorphisms gives a semantic haracterisation f the images of L.,(J) ‘s. 
Let Y E L,,(A). We say that Y is invariant under homomorphisms between zstrictions 
to A of models of B along J, in short Y is a J-invariant, if for every pair of coherent 
functors M, N : B - Set and every natural transformation F : M o J - N o J we 
have F&X) (M(Y) ) c N(Y), where we identify inclusions with corresponding subsets. 
Let 
D,,(J) = {Y E L,(B) : Y is J-invariant}. 
Then D,(J) is a sublattice of L,(B) and we have a factorisation 
&,(A) L,(J) L,,(B) 
Dn( J) 
with both L, (J)d and L,(J) f lattice homomorphisms. The usual theorem about for- 
mulas invariant under homomorphisms, cf. [20, Theorem 7.4.4’1, can be expressed as 
follows 
Theorem 11.1 (Local invariance theorem). Let I : T - T’ be a coherent interpreta- 
tion between coherent theories. Then for every natural n, the lattice homomorphism 
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L(C[U)d : L,(C[TI) - ~“(C[U) 
is onto. In particulal; if I is conservative then L, (C [I] )d is an isomolphism. 
The formulas of L, (C [ T’] ) in the image of L,( C [Z] ) are the formulas definable in 
terms of formulas in L, (C [ T] ) . Thus the above theorem says that J-invariant formulas 
in L,(C[T’]) are L,(C[T’])-definable. 
We call the above theorem local, because it is about lattices of subobjects, as opposed 
to the global theorem which is about whole theories. The fact, that the coherent morphism 
over C [ X] is of the form C [ I], plays no role in the above theorem and we could 
formulate it for arbitrary interpretation J over C [X] . 
Let J be a coherent morphism as before. The category Mod(J), see also Section 5, 
has as objects coherent functors from B to Set and as morphisms natural transformations 
between their restrictions to A along J, i.e. a morphism h : MO - Ml in Mod(J) is 
a natural transformation h : MO o J - Ml o J in Coh( A, Set). For any object Y in 
L,(B), we define an association 
P : Mod(J) - Set 
on objects 
M-M(Y) 
and on morphisms 
where [ denotes the usual restriction of a function domain. In general ? is not a functor, 
since h,(S,). [M(Y) does not necessarily factors through A41 (Y). In fact, it is easy to 
see that ^ u is a functor iff Y is J-invariant. Thus this can be taken as the definition of J- 
invariance. Once ? is well-defined, it is automatically functorial, i.e. preserves identities 
and compositions. For an arbitrary coherent interpretation J : A - B (not over C [X] ) 
we have no such a canonical way of defining functors on homomorphisms. Thus we need 
another notion of invariance. For an X in B, we need a “method” F that will associate 
to every morphism h : MO o J - MI o J a function F(h) : Me(X) --+ Mi (X) 
in a functorial way. The morphisms of Mod(J) naturally correspond to models of the 
theory B <A B. Thus it is reasonable to demand that the method F be definable by 
a formula of B <A B. This suggest he following definition. Let X be a formula of 
B, h : po( X) ---+ PI(X) a morphism in B <A B, where pi : B - B <A B are 
the canonical coprojections into the cocomma category, for = 0,l. We say that X is 
J-invariant in a way A iff the association 
x : Mod(J) - Set 
given by 
MO H MO 
h:Mo-+M, H [Mo,~MII(A) 
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defines a functor, where [MO, h, MI] is the universal morphism from the cocomma 
square, see Section 2. If X is J-invariant via A then we say that (X, A) is a J-invariant 
pair. Note that in:his case, since we take A already as a morphism in B <A B (rather 
then a,” object),_A(h) (= [Mc,h,Mr](A)) is automatically a well-defined function 
from A( MO) to A( Mt ). However, the functoriality of x is now a non-trivial matter. A 
morphism of J-invariant pairs t : (X, A) - (X’, A’) is a morphism t : X - X’ in B 
such that 
i-= {M( t)}&M&(J) : x - 2 
is a natural transformation. In this way we have defined the category Jnu( J) of J- 
invariant pairs. Note that Zno( J) is just the “infinitesimal” definition of the descent 
category De.ri( J) given in Section 5. 
The definition of Znu( J) is semantic but we can define it, as in Section 5, syntactically. 
For a coherent morphism J : A - B we have, as in Section 2, a resolution of J and 
its subequaliser 
PO & 
*JyJ/ 
B-p 
--E-+ 
la17 B<AB~B<AB<AB 
w2 
Jf 
Des(J) 
in the 2-category of coherent categories. We can describe the category Des(J), as in 
Section 5, explicitly. The objects of Des(J) are descent data, i.e. they are pairs (X, A) 
such that X is an object of A, A : po (X) -+ PI (X) is a mOrphhI in B <A B satisfying 
the following conditions: 
1. p(A) = idx, 
2. p12(W opm(A) =~oz(N. 
A morphism of descent data t : (X, A) - (X’, A’) is a morphism t : X - X’ such 
that 
A’opo(t) =pl(t) o A. 
I3y soundness, if a pair (X, A) satisfies the conditions 1 and 2 then the association 
A : Mod(J) - Set preserves identities and compositions, respectively. On the other 
hand, by completeness, if a pair (X, A) is J-invariant then the conditions 1 and 2 are 
satisfied. Thus the notions of descent data and J-invariant pair coincide. Since we have 
a similar correspondence for the morphisms, we obtain 
Lemma 11.2. Des(J) = Inu( J). 
Thus we have a factorisation 
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AJ\J/ 
B 
Jr 
Zno( J) 
in the 2-category of coherent categories. The following theorem is an easy generalisation 
of Theorem 11.1. 
Theorem 11.3. For any coherent morphism J : A - B, the morphism Jd : A ----+ 
Inu( J) is full on subobjects. 
In general, we cannot say more than Theorem 11.3 for coherent categories. This is 
because they are not conceptually complete, see Section 1. However, for pretoposes, 
the conceptually complete coherent categories, we can say much more. We can make a 
global statement characterising the whole theory of J-invariant pairs. 
Theorem 11.4 (Global invariance theorem). Let J : A - B be a coherent morphism 
(= pwtopos morphism) between pretoposes. Then Jd is a quotient, Mowovel; if J is 
conservative then Jd is an equivalence. 
Proof. See Theorem 10.2 and Lemma 5.1. 0 
A similar analysis can be made for the regular logic and the exact categories. 
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